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Executive Summary

The Biological Systems Engineering Department is the oldest agricultural engineering department in the United States but as you will see in our annual report, we are engaged in many exciting, innovative, forward-looking activities in teaching, research and extension. The Biological Systems Engineering Department is affiliated with the College of Agricultural and Life Sciences (CALS), the College of Engineering (COE), the UW-Madison Agricultural Research Stations, and the Cooperative Extension (UWEX).

Our undergraduate program is fully accredited by the Engineering Accreditation Commission of ABET, http://www.abet.org. Undergraduate enrollment is at an all-time high with over 190 students enrolled and continued growth projected into the future. We have become the largest of the applied agriculture departments in CALS as indicted by number of degrees granted by program. We attribute this growth to our relevance in meeting the grand challenges at the intersection of population growth, quality food supply and environmental quality, combined with our reputation of high-quality, personalized instruction and the success of job placement for our students. The department offers a wide range of courses to support our undergraduate specialization areas: Machinery Systems Engineering, Food and Bioprocess Engineering, and Natural Resources and Environmental Engineering. We also offer a general option that can be customized to the interests of individual students in areas such as structural systems, aquaculture, aquaponics and ecological engineering.

The graduate program offers both Master of Science and Doctoral degrees with over 40 graduate students. Our graduate research program is to advance the science of sustainable food and bio-products production systems, train graduate students, and to increase the quality of undergraduate instruction. Our research programs are financially supported by state and federal appropriations and by gifts and grants from industry, government agencies, and individuals. This support is gratefully acknowledged. The gifts and grants continue to increase as a percent of budget.

Extension and outreach programs are an integral part of the department and are highly regarded in the UWEX system. Many of our Extension personnel are also involved in research and classroom teaching. Extension and outreach activities are directed toward providing continuing education opportunities for the citizens of Wisconsin and the nation. The mission is to extend research knowledge and to assist in assimilating it into the community.

Since this report is only a summary, please visit our website, <bse.wisc.edu> or contact faculty and staff with any questions about specific activities. Publications listed in this report are available upon request.

I also welcome your comments on our annual report and other departmental matters so do not hesitate to contact me by e-mail: djreinem@wisc.edu, snail mail, or telephone 608-262-0223.

Douglas J. Reinemann, Professor and Chair
Biological Systems Engineering Department, University of Wisconsin-Madison
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People

Faculty

Anex, Robert: Professor, Ph.D., Teaching/Research
Bohnhoff, David: Professor, Ph.D., Teaching/Research
Choi, Christopher: Professor, Ph.D., Teaching/Research
Gunasekaran, Sundaram: Professor, Ph.D., Teaching/Research
Kammel, David: Professor, Ph.D., Extension/Research
Karthikeyan, K.G.: Professor, Ph.D., Teaching/Research
Larson, Rebecca: Assistant Professor, Ph.D., Teaching/Research
Luck, Brian: Assistant Professor, Ph.D., Extension/Research
Pan, Xuejun: Associate Professor, Ph.D., Teaching/Research
Reinemann, Douglas: BSE Chair, Professor, Ph.D., Extension/Teaching/Research
Runge, Troy: Associate Professor, Ph.D., Teaching/Research
Shinners, Kevin: Professor, Ph.D., Teaching/Research
Shutske, John: Professor, Ph.D., Extension/Teaching/Research
Straub, Richard: Professor, Ph.D., Teaching/Research, Associate Dean of CALS
Thompson, Anita: Professor, Ph.D., Teaching/Research

Affiliated Faculty

Etzel, Mark: Professor, Ph.D., Food Science
Hanna, Awad: Professor, Ph.D., Civil & Environmental Engineering
Hartel, Richard: Professor, Ph.D., Food Science
Long, Sharon: Professor, Ph.D., Soil Science
O’Leary, Philip: Professor, Ph.D., Engineering Professional Development
Ralph, John: Professor, Ph.D., Biochemistry

Adjunct Faculty

Digman, Mathew: Ph.D., Biological Systems Engineering

Senior Scientists

Nelson, Shawn: Ph.D., Biological Systems Engineering
Vadas, Peter: Professor, Ph.D., U.S. Dairy Forage Research Center
Zhu, Jun Yong: Professor, Ph.D., Forestry
Emeritus Faculty and Staff

Bohne, Harold M.  
Massie, Leonard R.  
Bubenzer, Gary D.  
Muck, Richard E.  
Buelow, Frederick H.  
Peterson, James O.  
Chapman, Larry J.  
Pharo, Candice  
Converse, James C.  
Rowell, Roger M.

Schuler, Ronald T.  
Denes, Ferencz S.  
Schwarz, James  
Finner , Marshall F.  
Sumwalt, Debby  
Holmes, Brian J.  
Walsh, Patrick W.  
Koegel, Richard G.

Academic Staff

Aguirre-Villegas, Horacio: Assistant Scientist  
Barthels (Gerbitz), Hannah: Associate Outreach Specialist, AgrAbility of Wisconsin  
Cronin, Keith: Assistant Researcher  
Duvall, Benjamin: Assistant Scientist  
Jensen, Abigail: Associate Outreach Specialist, AgrAbility of Wisconsin  
Nelson, Jeffrey W.: Asst Faculty Assoc (IT Dept.)/Lecturer (Farm Equip. & Power) M.S.  
Newenhouse, Astrid C.: Senior Scientist, Ph.D.  
Panuska, John C.: Distinguished Faculty Associate, Ph.D.
Sanford, Scott A.: Senior Outreach Specialist, Rural Energy Program with Doug Reinemann  
Skjolaas, Cheryl A.: Senior Outreach Specialist, UW Center for Agricultural Safety & Health  
Thompson, Paul: Distinguished Senior Scientist  
Yang, Qiang: Assistant Scientist  
Zopp, Zachariah: Assistant Researcher  

Technical Personnel

Habeck, Kody: Senior Instrument Maker  
Friede, Joshua: Associate Instrument Specialist  
Meyer, Terry: Financial Specialist  
Reinen, Sue: Academic Department Supervisor  
Spahn, Pam: Payroll and Benefits Specialist  
Wood, Elizabeth (Betsy): Univ Svc Prg Assoc

Office Personnel

Research Associates

Harde, Shirishkumar (Pan)  
Seenivasan, Rajesh (Gunasekaran)  
Sharara, Mahmoud (Runge)  
Sundramoorthy, Ashok Kumar (Gunasekaran)  
Zhou, Shengfei (Runge)

Master’s Students

Buschert, Elizabeth (Thompson)  
Eisner, Natalie (Luck)
Evans, Jeffrey (Anex)
Flick, Daniel (Shinners)
Francis Clar, Jordi (Anex)
Fuller, Sarah (Thompson)
Harmon, Joshua (Luck)
Harper, Matt (Choi)
Jordan, Kari (Gunasekaran/Connelly)
Jozik, Natalie (Anex)
McAfee, Joshua (Shinners)
Nigon, Cyrus (Shinners)
Powers, Andrew (Thompson)
Price, Evan (Runge)
Sanford, Joseph (Larson)
Skog, Andrew (Thompson/Wu)
Thiede, Justin (Shinners)
Walters, Chase (Shinners)
Wang, Zening (Pan)
Yang, Shu-ching (Pan)

Ph.D. Students

Atkins, Ian (Choi)
Bashar, Rania (Karthikeyan)
Boswell, Edward (A. Thompson)
Drewry, Jessica (Choi)
Gaillard, Richard (Vadas)
Gu, Lei (Anex)
Guan, Jiehao (Gunasekaran)
Gunukula, Sampath (Anex)
He, Shengzhi (Bohnhoff)
Hinde, Alysa (Larson)
Holly, Michael (Larson)
Holstein, Andrew (Bohnhoff)
Kim, Joonrae (Karthikeyan)
Lan, Wu (Ralph)
Li, Ning (Pan)
Li, Yanding (Ralph)
Liao, Yang (Pan)
Lu, Lin (Gunasekaran)
Mandalika, Anurag (Runge)
O’Dell, Jane (Rowell/Etzel)
Ortiz Reyes, Edgardo (Anex)
Wang, Hui (Larson/Noguera)
You, Youngsang (Gunasekaran)
Instructional Programs

Our disciplinary scope is the application of engineering principles to the development of sustainable food and bio-products production systems. The department offers a BS degree in Biological Systems Engineering with areas of specialization: Food, Machinery, Natural Resources, Bio-Process, and Structural Systems Engineering. We have developed a curriculum tailored to each of these areas of specialization. BSE faculty also teach courses to support other CALS programs including the Farm and Industry Short Course (FISC). Our undergraduate program was evaluated in 2012 and accredited by the Engineering Accreditation Commission of ABET (http://www.abet.org) for another six years (the maximum allowable) as a Biological Engineering program. We are the only such accredited program in the University of Wisconsin System, awarding about 40 B.S. degrees each year.

Each year about 45 graduate students are pursuing a Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy degree in Biological Systems Engineering. In addition, our faculty advises several graduate-level students in other departments and in the programs of Water Resources Management and Land Resources Management of the Institute for Environmental Studies. The M.S. degree requires a minimum of 18 credits of course work and 6 credits of thesis work. A Ph.D. requires a minimum of 42-54 credits of course work and 24 credits of thesis work for a minimum of 66-78 credits beyond a B.S. degree in Biological Systems Engineering. Students who have bachelor's degrees in non-engineering fields may pursue a Master's degree in Biological Systems Engineering but must complete appropriate prerequisites.

The following courses are taught by BSE faculty to support our instructional mission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Agricultural Safety &amp; Health</td>
<td>FISC</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Agricultural Energy Management</td>
<td>FISC</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Farm Machinery</td>
<td>FISC</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Farm Power</td>
<td>FISC</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Livestock Housing</td>
<td>FISC</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Intro to Precision Agriculture</td>
<td>FISC</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>Intro to Engineering Grand Challenges</td>
<td>Inter Engr.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>Intro to Engineering Design</td>
<td>Inter Engr.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201</td>
<td>Land Surveying Fundamentals</td>
<td>CALS</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>Irrigation Systems - Design &amp; Use</td>
<td>CALS</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>218</td>
<td>Drainage Systems</td>
<td>CALS</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>249</td>
<td>Engineering Principles for Biological Systems.</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>Intro to Computer Aided Design</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>309</td>
<td>Career Management for Engineers</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>349</td>
<td>Quantitative Techniques for Biological Systems.</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>351</td>
<td>Structural Design for Agricultural Facilities</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>356</td>
<td>Sustainable Residential Construction</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>364</td>
<td>Engineering Properties of Biological Materials</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>365</td>
<td>Instrumentation for Biological Systems</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>367</td>
<td>Renewable Energy Systems</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>372</td>
<td>On-Site Waste Water Treatment and Dispersal</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>441</td>
<td>Rheology of Foods and Biomaterials</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Code</td>
<td>Course Title</td>
<td>Dept.</td>
<td>Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>460</td>
<td>Biorefining: Energy &amp; Products from Renewable Resources</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>461</td>
<td>Bioprocessing Unit Operations</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>464</td>
<td>Heat and Mass Transfer in Biological Systems</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>472</td>
<td>Sediment and Bio-Nutrient Engineering &amp; Mgmt.</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>473</td>
<td>Irrigation and Drainage Systems Design</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>475</td>
<td>Engineering Principles of Agricultural Machinery</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>476</td>
<td>Engineering Principles of Off-Road Vehicles</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>508</td>
<td>BSE Design Practicum I - Instruction</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>509</td>
<td>BSE Design Practicum II - Instruction</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>571</td>
<td>Small Watershed Engineering</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>671</td>
<td>Topics in Natural Resource Engineering</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>717</td>
<td>Water Resources Management Practicum</td>
<td>GNIES</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>718</td>
<td>Water Resources Management Practicum</td>
<td>GNIES</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>719</td>
<td>Water Resources Management Practicum</td>
<td>GNIES</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>875</td>
<td>Mobile Fluid Power Systems</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>875</td>
<td>Milking Machines</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>875</td>
<td>Introduction to Integral Ecology</td>
<td>IES</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>Graduate Seminar</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>901</td>
<td>Graduate Research Seminar</td>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Robert Anex  
Professor, Ph.D.  
40% Teaching / 60% Research  

Dr. Anex’s research focuses on sustainability of biofuels and biorenewable chemicals, as well as the agricultural systems on which they depend. Dr. Anex’s research group is studying the economic and environmental feasibility of biorenewable chemicals, corn production under future climate, and monitoring of soil microbial activity.

Dr. Anex’s research combines process development in the laboratory with large-scale model-based assessment of agricultural-industrial systems. Key tools used to evaluate the economic efficiency and environmental sustainability of biobased products are Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) and Techno-economic Analysis (TEA). Dr. Anex and his students have been working to improve LCA and TEA methods to address the unique ways that biorenewable products couple agricultural and industrial systems.

Teaching
Spring 2016:
- BSE 001, Cooperative Education Program, 1 Credit, 1 Enrolled
- BSE 508, Biological Systems Engineering Design Practicum I, 2 Credits, 5 Enrolled
- BSE 349, Quantitative Techniques for Biological Systems, 3 Credits, 49 Enrolled
- BSE 990, Various Research Credits, 4 Enrolled

Fall 2016:
- BSE 001, Cooperative Education Program, 1 Credit, 3 Enrolled
- BSE 399, Coordinate Internship/Cooperative Education 2 Credits, 1 Enrolled
- BSE 509, Biological Systems Engineering Design Practicum II, 2 Credits, 4 Enrolled
- BSE 900, New Graduate Seminar, 1 Credit, 7 Enrolled
- BSE 990, Various Research Credits, 3 Enrolled

Graduate and Post Docs Advisees
1) Edgardo Ortiz-Reyes, Ph.D, BSE, 2016.
2) Lei Gu, Ph.D, BSE, 2016.
3) Jordi Francis Clar, Ph.D., BSE, 2020.
5) Mahmoud Sharara, Post-Doctoral Researcher, Co-advised with Troy Runge.
6) Benjamin Duval, Research Associate.

7) Jordi Francis Clar, M.S., BSE, 2016.

Funded Research Projects
1) Improving life-cycle nitrogen use efficiency and environmental performance of corn production through improved fertilizer timing and rate. Funding: USDA Agriculture and Food Research Initiative (AFRI).
2) Quantifying nitrogen loss trade-offs between early and late fall dairy manure application. Funding: National Institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA) and Hatch Program funds. Collaboration with Dr. Carrie Laboski, Soil Science Department.
3) Dried Distiller Grain Based Polymer Dispersions for Paper Coatings. Funding: USDA National Institute of Food and Agriculture and Critical Agricultural Materials Program.
4) NSF-Engineering Research Center for Biorenewable Chemicals (CBiRC). Funding: National Science Foundation. Collaboration with Iowa State University (lead institution), Rice University, University of California – Irvine, University of New Mexico, University of Virginia, Salk Institute, University of Michigan, Abo Akademi University (Finland), Eindhoven University of Technology (Netherlands), Fritz Haber Institute, Max Planck Society, and Technical University of Denmark.
5) A regional program for production of multiple agricultural feedstocks and processing to biofuels and biobased chemicals. Funding: USDA-NIFA-AFRI Coordinated Agriculture Project (CAP). Collaboration with Louisiana State University AgCenter (lead institution), Southern University, Texas A&M University, University of Arkansas at Monticello, Danisco Inc. and Virent Inc.
6) Climate Change, Mitigation, and Adaptation in Corn Based Cropping Systems. Funding: USDA-NIFA Coordinated Agriculture Project (CAP). Collaboration with Iowa State University (lead institution), Lincoln University, Michigan State University, The Ohio State University, Purdue University, University of Illinois, University of Minnesota, University of Missouri,

Publications
Peer-Reviewed Journal Articles

Abstracts, Posters, and Oral Presentations

Awards
1) USDA-NIFA 2016 Partnership Award for multistate efforts.

Service
1) Associate Editor, Journal of Industrial Ecology
2) Associate Editor & Editorial Board member, International Journal of Life Cycle Assessment
3) Member, Leadership Committee, NSF Engineering Research Center for Biorenewable Chemicals
4) Member, Climate and Corn-based Cropping Systems Coordinated Agricultural Project Leadership Team
5) Member, UW Baldwin Wisconsin Idea Endowment grant review committee
6) Member, UW Physical Sciences Divisional Committee
7) Senator, UW Faculty Senate
8) Member, Wisconsin Energy Institute, Executive Committee
9) Chair, BSE Development and External Relations Committee
10) Chair, BSE Undergraduate Instruction and Program Committee
11) Member, BSE Graduate Instruction and Research Committee
David Bohnhoff
Professor, Ph.D.
50% Teaching / 50% Research
Structural and Building Construction Engineering

My program falls into three primary areas: (1) structural design of post-frame buildings, (2) building environment control, and (3) appropriate technologies for sustainable farming enterprises.

Work associated with the structural design of post-frame buildings falls into three primary categories: development of new analysis techniques, development and evaluation of new structural components, and dissemination of knowledge via development and interpretation of national standards and rewriting of the NFBA Post Frame Building Design Manual. Work during 2016 was primarily dedicated to the investigation of steel-reinforced precast concrete posts, development of rigid connections for attaching wood posts to concrete, and research on a steel-reinforced plastic-to-wood column connection.

Research on building environment control in 2016 was largely centered around the calibration of the rotatable guarded hot box (RGHB) completed earlier in the year. Initial specimen testing in the RGHB was unattempted in the last couple of months of 2016.

Research on appropriate technologies for sustainable farming enterprises has many different facets with a variety of end users/interested parties. Specific needs have been identified by UW-Extension agents, the UW-Madison Center for Integrated Agricultural Systems, fellow CALS faculty and staff, and via direct contact with farmers. Much of the actual research and development work has involved undergraduate students. Work in 2016 involved fabrication and testing of an aspirator for hazelnut shell and kernel separation, design and fabrication of a three different units for separating hazelnut shells and kernels on the basis of rolling characteristics, work on a rotary drum sorter for hazelnuts, laboratory investigations on hazelnut cracking characteristics and equilibrium moisture content, design and fabrication of a specialty bike for local food delivery, design and fabrication of a hazelnut cluster dryer, and development of a combination compost sifter and seedball maker.

**Teaching**

**Spring 2016**
- BSE 508: BSE Design Practicum I
  - 2 credit lecture, 44 students
- BSE 356: Sustainable Residential Construction
  - 3 credits lecture, 34 students
- InterEgr 160: Introduction to Engineering Design
  - 3 credit lab/lecture course, 32 students
- BSE 001: Cooperative Education Program
  - 1 credit, 1 student
- BSE 699: Independent Study
  - 2/3 credits, 3 students

**Fall 2016**
- BSE 351: Structural Design of Agr. Facilities
  - 3 credit lecture, 22 students
- InterEgr 170: Design Practicum
  - 2 credit course, 24 students
- BSE 509: BSE Design Practicum II
  - 3 credit lab, 1 team, 4 students

**Graduate Students Advised**
Andy Holstein (Ph.D. Student)
Henry He (Ph.D. Student)

**Extension/Outreach Activities**
1) *Hazelnut Processing*. This work is an extension of activities associated with the Upper Midwest Hazelnut Development Initiative headed by UW Extension Agent Jason Fischbach. In 2016, helped design, fabricate and test (1) an aspirator for kernel and shell separation; (2) three different devices for kernel and shell separation on the basis of rolling characteristics; (3) a rotary drum sorter, and (4) a hazelnut cluster dryer.

2) *Wisconsin Frame Builders Association*. Served as WFBA advisor. Made a technical presentation on
the NFBA Post Frame Building Design Manual at the 2016 WFBA Annual Meeting.

Research

1) Evaluation and Optimization of Post-Frame Thermal Envelopes. Continued work with graduate students Holstein and He on a rotatable guarded hot box. Federal Hatch funded project.
2) Moment Resisting Post-to-Concrete Connection. Tested a series of rigid connections for attaching wood posts to concrete and analyzed data. Results captured in a technical paper presented at the 2016 ASABE Annual International Meeting. Also submitted a Frame Building News article on rigid connections. Funded in part by the National Frame Buildings Association.
3) Precast Concrete Posts. Designed, fabricated and field installed concrete posts that can be used for low-rise organic trellis systems, fences and for post-frame building columns. Completed laboratory tests and analysis on three different designs. Results were reported in a technical paper presented at the 2016 ASABE Annual International Meeting. Funded in part by the National Frame Buildings Association.
4) Bending Properties for a Steel Reinforced Plastic-to-Wood Column Connection. Conducted bending tests on a series of plastic-to-wood columns. Analyzed the test results and wrote an ASABE technical paper that was presented at the 2016 ASABE Annual International Meeting. Research supported by Walters Building Systems.
5) Hazelnut Properties. Determined the equilibrium moisture content of hazelnut husks, shells and kernels in 18 different environments. Data currently being analyzed with results to be included in a technical paper presented at the 2017 ASABE Annual International Meeting. Also began research on hazelnut cracking characteristics. Research supported by a SARE grant.
7) Continuous Process for Distillation of Mint. Served as a co-PI with Scott Sanford on research into a continuous process for distillation of mint. Assisted in equipment fabrication and operation. Funded by a USDA Specialty Crop Research Initiative grant.

Publications

Refereed Publications

Technical Publications

Awards
1) Faculty advisor for 2nd Place Team, 2016 ASABE AGCO Student Design Competition
2) Career Achievement Award, Wisconsin Section of the American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers, received March 30, 2016

Professional Development Activities
1) Wisconsin Frame Builders Association Annual Meeting, January 19-20, 2016 Dubuque, IA
2) MOSES Organic Farming Conference, February 25-27, 2016, LaCrosse, WI
3) Frame Building Expo, March 8-11, 2016, Indianapolis, IN

Professional Service
1) Profession (ASABE/other)
i. American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers
   • Chair, Evelyn E. Rosentreter Standards Award Committee, M-160
   • Chair, Standards Development Committee for ANSI/ASAE EP599.1
   • Chair, Standards Development Committee for ANSI/ASAE EP486.2
   • Standards Development Committee for ASAE EP484
   • Structures Committee, PAFS-20
   • Agri-Industrial Facility Design and Operation Committee, PAFS-07/1
   • Awards Coordinating Committee, M-102
   • Wisconsin Section – Attended 2 section meetings in 2015
   • Manuscript reviewer

ii. National Frame Builders Association
    • Technical Publications Review Committee Editor for 1 FBN manuscript
    • NFBA Technical & Research Committee. Attended four meetings in 2016
    • Answer numerous technical questions via phone and e-mail on behalf of NFBA

2) College/Campus/University
   i. University General Education Committee
   ii. West Madison Agricultural Research Station Review Committee
   iii. Advisory Committee for International Engineering Certificate
   iv. BSE Undergraduate Instruction and Program Committee Chair
Christopher Choi
Professor
40% Teaching / 60% Research
Biological Heat and Mass transfer

Dr. Choi’s research program is primarily focused on computational and experimental heat and mass transfer in biological, agricultural and environmental systems. Specifically, he has initiated and conducted research on the following topics: microclimate control, pathogen transport that occurs during spray irrigation of liquid manure, design and evaluation of systems for cooling dairy cows, and ground source heat exchangers.

Teaching
Spring 2016
• BSE 309, Biological Systems Engineering Design Practicum I
  2 Credits, One design teams, 4 Enrolled
• BSE 464, Biosystems Heat and Mass Transfer, 3 Credits, 13 Enrolled
• BSE 990, Research, Ind. Study, 2 credits, 2 Enrolled
  Fall 2016
• BSE 270, Introduction to Computer Aided Design
  3 Credits, 57 Enrolled
• BSE 990, Research, Ind. Study, 3-6 credits, 2 Enrolled

Graduate and Post Docs Advisees
1. Jessica Drewry, PhD BSE, 2017 (Expected)
2. Matthew Harper, MS BSE 2016 (Completed)
3. Andrew Holstein, PhD BSE, 2017 (Expected), Co-advised with David Bohnhoff
4. Mario Mondaca, PhD BSE, 2016 (Completed)
5. Ian Atkins, PhD BSE, 2018 (Expected)
6. Bo Zhou, Post-doctoral Fellow from 2016 to 2018
7. Xiaoshuai Wang, Ph.D. Student at Aarhus University and exchange student at UW-Madison, Denmark, Co-advised with G. Zhang, 2018 (Expected)

Funded Research Projects
1. Assessment of Environmental Impacts of Geothermal Source Heat Exchangers from Wisconsin Groundwater Coordinating Council
   a. Collaborator(s): D. Hart and J. Tinjum
   b. Funding: WI Groundwater Council.
   c. Objectives: This work evaluates the presence, concentration level and spread of the thermal and chemical pollutants produced by a large-scale ground source heat exchanger. The results of the study should help in any effort to create regulatory guidelines for dealing with any threat these outcomes may pose to humans and the environment.
2. Assessment of Innovative Cooling Methods of Lactating Dairy Cows using Computational Fluid Dynamics
   a. Collaborator(s): none
   b. Funding: USDA
   c. Objectives: The project will develop and test a series of computational models that are potentially capable of assessing (i) the effectiveness of an array of air jets aimed so as to impinge directly on targeted animals and (ii) a cooling mattress that transfers a cow’s body heat away from the animal by means of thermal conduction.
3. Heat Stress and Dairy Cooling – A Survey
   a. Collaborator(s): none
   b. Funding: Schaefer Fan Co.
   c. Objectives: The project will develop four survey papers for producers and researchers related to dairy cooling in America’s Midwest, Arid- and Semi-Arid Regions, and Hot and Humid Regions.
4. Assessment of Large-Scale Geothermal Exchange Field using Computational Methods and the DTS measurement system
   a. Collaborator(s): Jim Tinjum
   b. Funding: Fall Competition, UW Vice Chancellor’s Office
   c. Objectives: The project will developed a unique research strategy for obtaining high-precision experimental measurements of temperature and heat flux profiles along the complete path of a closed-loop ground heat exchangers, one that includes heat flux occurring in the grout.

Publications
Peer reviewed Journal Articles


Conference Proceedings and Presentations


Other Publications:

White paper series, featured trade journals and websites such as Progressive Dairyman (USA) and International Dairy Topics (UK)


Service

Guest Editor, Computers and Electronics in Agriculture (COMPAG), CFD Applications in Agriculture Special Issue.

Associate Editor, Transactions of the ASABE and Applied Engineering in Agriculture

President, Association of Korean Agricultural, Biological, and Food Engineers (AKABFE), ASABE

Chair, ITSC-217 Computational Methods, Simulations and Applications

Session Organizer, 2016 ASABE International Conference - Computational Fluid Dynamics in Agriculture, Orlando, FL

Organizing Committee Member, the Second CIGR International CFD Symposium in Agriculture (2016, Aarhus, Denmark)
Member, ITSC-254 Emerging Info Systems
Member, PAFS-403 Dairy Facilities and Systems
Chair, CALS Facilities Committee
Member, CALS Curriculum Committee
Chair, BSE IT Committee, Chair
Member, BSE Executive Committee
Reviewer for Transactions of The ASABE and several energy and environmental engineering related journals
Graduate Thesis/Dissertation Committees at UW-Madison and Aarhus University, Denmark
Sundaram Gunasekaran
Professor, Ph.D.
50% Teaching / 50% Research
Program affiliations: Food Science, Materials Science and Engineering

Food engineering and processing. Nanomaterial synthesis and biosensing for various analytes such as pathogens, cells, toxins, heavy metals etc.

Teaching
BSE/FS/ME 441: Rheology of Foods and Biomaterials, 22 students (course evaluation: 4.1)
BSE 509: Senior Design, 4 students (1 team)
BSE 900: Graduate Seminar, 10 students
BSE 901: Graduate Research Seminar, 11 students

Grant Proposals
UW2020: Bartholomay (PI), Gunasekaran. Bioengineering solutions to the transcuticular insecticide delivery hurdle ($500,000, not funded)
USDA NIFA: An Immunobiosensing Method for Rapid On-site Detection of Listeria species ($499,887, not funded)
USDA NIFA: Taalat (PI), Gunasekaran. Molecular Pathogenesis for Early Detection of Bovine Tuberculosis ($500,000, not funded)
NIH: Low-Cost Blood Pressure Monitoring Device Based on Magnetic Microactuators and Shape Memory Alloys ($150,000, not funded)
NIH UWSDRC: A Multiplexed Microfluidic Platform for Prognosis of Primary Cutaneous Melanocytic Neoplasms ($30,000, not funded)

Graduate and Post Docs Advisees
Omer Sadak, PhD (2018)
Jiehao Guan, PhD (2018)
Younsgang You, PhD (2018)
Lin Lu, PhD (2017)
Yi-Cheng Wang, PhD (2016)
Kari Jordan, MS (2017)
Ashok K. Sundramoorthy, Post-doc
Rajesh Seenivasan, Post-doc
Cao, Xiaodong, Post-doc
Gong, Sheng, Post-doc
Moayedzadeh, Saina, PhD Student visitor
Rehman, Anees, PhD Student visitor

Research
- Electrochemical Biosensors to Detect Toxins in Complex Food Matrices, USDA Hatch
- Nanobiosensing for Rapid and Visible Detection of Enteric Pathogenic Bacteria, USDA Hatch
- An Electrochemical Immunosensing Method for Detecting and Enumerating Circulating Melanoma Cells, NIH-UW SDRC (Vijay Setaluri, co-PI).
- Highly Flexible and Conducting Transparent CNT Film for Displays, UW Graduate School (Jack Ma, co-PI)
- Regeneration of Multi-Layered Vocal Fold Mucosa, NIH R01 (Welham, PI)

Peer-reviewed Journal Articles


Sundramoorthy Ak, BS Premkumar, S Gunasekaran. 2016. Reduced Graphene Oxide-Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) Polystyrene Sulfonate Based Dual Selective Sensor for Iron in Different Oxidation States. ACS Sensors 1 (2):151–157


Invited Presentations


Awards

Fulbright Program Specialist (Uzbekistan)

Service

Graduate Research and Instruction (Chair, 20 h)
Undergraduate Curriculum Committee (20 h)
CALS Academic Planning Council (60 h)
Center for South Asia Advisory Board (10 h)
CALS Dean’s Administrative Team (40 h)
NSF Peer-review panels (20 h)
Refereed journals peer-review (40 h)
The Dairy Modernization Extension Program has an established recognition with Wisconsin county agents and producers. It has also garnered attention from other states such as Minnesota, Iowa, Illinois, Pennsylvania, New York, and Maine. The majority of my work year has been through producer and agent requests to develop and deliver topics in that area. This includes presenting and coordinating programs in dairy housing facilities and feeding systems including low cost milking centers, free stall barns, compost bedded barns, special needs and transition cow barns, and calf and heifer housing. I had over 4966 direct contacts via email or phone for requests for information, including speaking to over 780 participants in extension meetings. I worked in 36 counties with 33 different agents on client requested farm visits developing plans and educational materials to approximately 250 individual farms. Much of this work has been with family owned dairy farms growing through the transition from 60-100 cows in a tie stall barn into newer milking parlor and freestall or bedded pen housing systems and calf and heifer housing systems. New requests include integrating technology such as automatic milking systems and automatic group calf feeding systems into existing and new facility design has become more common. I have also worked with dairy goat/sheep farms as they develop their new farmsteads and point of sale operations. Requests for dairy and beef cattle housing and handling systems are also popular. This work has been accomplished through the Dairy Modernization workgroup and the Livestock team. Green County and Pierce County had dairy facility tours with tour participants selected from farm that the agents and I had worked with earlier on their new facility designs.

I have been invited to present dairy educational seminars through the Global Dairy Outreach for a Cochran group from Venezuela. I have hosted lectures on campus for international visitors from Ireland, Finland, Japan, and Venezuela.

**Teaching**
I teach the BSE Farm and Industry Short Course "Livestock Housing" Short Course evaluations were done by Short Course office this year. My 2015 short course evaluation rating is 4.22. I also guest lecture for Dairy and Animal Science classes including 2 @ 2 week modules for the Senior Design Course DS234.

**Meetings and Activities**

- GrassWorks Grazing Conference Humane Cattle Handling
- WFBA Dubuque, IA
- Driftless Region Beef Conference
- Transition Cow Meeting
- Swiss Valley Young Cooperator Conference
- MN Parlor vs Robot Meetings
- WI Well Being Conference Humane Cattle Handling
- Countryside Meeting Webinar Purina
- Transition Cow Meeting Grant county
- Large Dairy Herd Management Conference
- Wednesday Night at the lab PBS Humane Cattle Handling and recorded for PBS
- St Croix Dairy Modernization Tours
- Northwest County Agent tour
- Farm Technology Days Walworth
- NW Grazing Meeting Siren
- Calf Meeting Altoona, Kimberley
- International Visitors tour host for Ireland, Finland, Japan, Venezuela
Invited Speaker

- Large Dairy Herd Management Conference ADSA
- Wednesday Night at the Lab
- Minnesota Robot versus Parlor Meetings
- Podcast Calf Facility Design and Management
- Podcast Heat Stress Mitigation

Dairy Modernization Extension Program Activity

I have made farm visits in the following 38 counties visiting approximately 250 livestock farms and developed preliminary designs for the farmsteads.

1. Brown (1x) 14. Green Lake (1x) 27. Shawano (1x)
2. Buffalo (4x) 15. Jackson (1x) 28. Sheboygan (3x)
4. Chippewa (2x) 17. Juneau (1x) 30. Trempealeau (2x)
5. Crawford (1x) 18. Kenosha (1x) 31. Vernon (1x)
6. Dane (2x) 19. Kewaunee (3x) 32. Walworth (1x)
7. Dodge (1x) 20. Marathon (3x) 33. Washington (2x)
8. Door (1x) 21. Marquette (2x) 34. Waupaca (1x)
9. Dunn (1x) 22. Monroe (4x) 35. Waushara (1x)
10. Eau Claire (1x) 23. Oconto (1x) 36. Washburn/Sawyer/Burnett (1x)
11. Fond du lac (1x) 24. Outagamie (2x)
12. Grant (3x) 25. Ozaaukie (1x)
13. Green (5x) 26. Pierce (2x)

Papers, Proceedings, Articles


Awards

2016 ANRE Program Innovation Award Agricultural Podcasts Team

Presentations Developed

- Group Calf Barn Design and Management
- Design and Layout for Robotic Milking Systems
- Design of Humane Cattle Handling Facilities
- Systems Approach to Dairy Farmstead Design
- Large Dairy Herd Design in Temperate and Cold Climate
- Transition Cow Facility Design and Management
- Renovating Old Facilities and Handling Facilities
- Design and layout of Robotic Milking Systems
- Remodeling Retired Dairy Facilities for Beef Production

Professional Service

- BSE Departmental Extension, and Social Committee
- Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
- Gamma Sigma Delta Honor Society
- Alpha Epsilon Honor Society
- ASABE member 29 years
Dr. Karthikeyan performs research related to the development and assessment of management practices to minimize water quality impacts of agricultural/animal production activities and municipal waste water disposal. Specific focus areas include: assessment of environmental fate/transformation of waste and nutrient components; wastewater management, treatment, and reuse; identification and quantification of contributing contamination sources; and watershed modeling.

**Teaching**

**Spring 2016**

*BSE 472, Sediment & Bio-nutrient Engineering and Management*

- 3 Credits, 20 Enrolled
- (Evaluation: 4.40/5)

*BSE 309, Engr. Design Practicum*

- 2 credits, 3 students advised

*InterEgr 102, Introduction to Society’s Engineering Challenges*

- 2 Credits, 32 enrolled

**Fall 2016**

*BSE 372, On-site Wastewater Treatment and Dispersal*

- 2 Credits, 29 Enrolled
- (Evaluation: 4.46/5)

*BSE 509, Design Practicum II*

- 3 Credits, 42 students enrolled

**Graduate and Post Docs Advisees**

1) Rania Bashar, PhD, BSE, 2017
2) Elizabeth Miller, PhD, METC, 2018, Co-advising with Joel Pedersen
3) Sara Nason, PhD, EC&T, 2018, Co-advising with Joel Pedersen
4) Joorae Roger Kim, PhD, BSE, 2020
5) Donnie Vineyard, PhD, BSE/Soils, 2020, Co-advising with Phillip Barak
6) Caroline Lierl, MS, Environment & Resources (Nelson Institute), 2018
7) Andrew Skog, MS, BSE, 2017, Co-advising with Anita Thompson
8) Zachariah Zopp, Assistant Researcher, BSE

**Funded Research Projects**

   Collaborators: V. Zavala, CBE; D. Noguera, CEE; R. Larson, BSE; and A. Hicks, CEE
   Funding: USDA-INFEWS ($2.4 million)
   Objectives: Address challenges arising in the dairy-water-energy nexus by combining multi-scale systems analysis and experimental research.

2) Multi-Scale Investigation of Winter Runoff and Nutrient Loss Processes in Actively Managed Dairy Agroecosystems.
   Collaborators: P Vadas, USDA-ARS; F. Arriaga and L.W. Good, Soils.
   Funding: USDA-NIFA (AFRI); $500,000
   Objectives: Improve the understanding and modeling of biochemical and physical processes controlling frozen-soil and snowmelt infiltration, runoff, and nutrient loss from soil and applied manure for actively managed dairy systems.

3) Uptake of Wastewater-derived Micropollutants by Plants Irrigated with Reclaimed Wastewater.
   Collaborators: J Pedersen, Soils; M. Shenker and B. Chefetz (HUJI-Israel).
   Funding: US-Israel BARD Program ($295,000).
   Objectives: Evaluate the bioaccumulation of chemicals of emerging concern with contrasting chemical characteristics by the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana and two crop species (spinach, cucumber).
4) Phosphorus Index and Snowmelt Runoff Risk Assessment: Demonstration and Refinement. Collaborators: A.M. Thompson, BSE; L.W. Good, Soils. Funding: USDA/CIG
Objectives: Demonstrate the ability of a process-based P Index formulation to assess management effects on runoff P losses from fields under frozen soil conditions.

5) Integrated Treatment System for Sustainable Manure Management. Funding: USDA-NIFA (Hatch)


8) Implications of Phosphorus Recovery from Wastewater for Biosolids Management. Funding: USDA-NIFA (Hatch)


Publications

Peer reviewed Journal Articles


Conference Presentations

1) Nason, SL, EL Miller, KG Karthikeyan, JA Pedersen 2016. Mixture Effects on Plant Uptake of Pharmaceuticals and Personal Care Products. Presentation at the 7th Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC) World Congress. Orlando, FL.

2) Miller, EL, SL Nason, KG Karthikeyan, JA Pedersen. 2016. Effects of carbamazepine exposure on the whole transcriptome of the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana. Poster presented at the 7th SETAC World Congress. Orlando, FL.


5) Lamba, J, KG Karthikeyan, AM Thompson. 2016. Use of Fallout Radionuclides and Inorganic Tracers to Identity In-Stream Sediment Sources. Alabama Water Resources Conference and Symposium, Orange Beach, AL.

6) Miller, EL, SL Nason, KG Karthikeyan, JA Pedersen. 2016. Influence of Physiochemical Properties and Root Physiology in Predicting Plant Uptake of Pharmaceuticals and Personal Care Products. Presentation at the SETAC Midwest meeting, March 2016, Madison, WI

7) Nason, SL, ME Czerwinski, EL Miller, KG Karthikeyan, JA Pedersen, J.A. 2016. Does Carbamazepine affect the Phytotoxicity of Other Pharmaceuticals? Presentation at the SETAC Young Environmental Scientists (YES) Meeting. Gainesville, FL.

8) Miller, EL, SL Nason, KG Karthikeyan, JA Pedersen. 2016. Influence of Physiochemical Properties and
Root Physiology in Predicting Plant Uptake of Pharmaceuticals and Personal Care Products. Poster presented at the SETAC YES meeting, Gainesville, FL

Service
BSE committees
Awards (Chair)
Undergraduate Instruction & Program
Graduate Instruction & Research
Regional Committees
SERA-17 (Organization to Minimize Phosphorus Losses from Agriculture)
NC1186 (Water Management and Quality for Ornamental Crop Production and Health)

Review Committees
NSF Research Traineeship (NRT) Program
USDA-NIFA
Nominee, Science Advisory Board (Agricultural Science Committee), USEPA
Environment Technology
US-Israel BARD Program
US-Pakistan (NAS) Science & Technology Cooperation Program

W-2082 (Evaluating the Physical and Biological Availability of Pesticides and Pharmaceuticals in Agricultural Ecosystems)
Dr. Larson has been in the Biological Systems Engineering Department for just over 4 years and has developed an extensive research and extension programs for manure management. Her research interests include manure management, evaluating and mitigating environmental impacts of manure and other agricultural based by-products, evaluating risk from manure pathogens, and manure handling and processing systems. Her international work has focused on integrating small scale manure systems particularly involving anaerobic digestion as a means of manure management as well as increasing nutrient value of manure while reducing environmental losses and risk to human health. Her extension efforts include interaction with producers in the state and internationally in increase understanding of manure and agricultural by-product management. This includes significant work in handling and processing designs including anaerobic digestion and composting. She works to continue to transform the way we use manure and agricultural by-products in an effort to increase agricultural productivity and economic growth while decreasing the environmental impacts and adjusting to the many pressing issues facing agriculture today. This year that includes a significant effort in issues related to climate change mitigation and adaptation, evaluating risk of manure application technologies, and issues related to anaerobic digestion and manure processing systems.

Teaching
Spring 2016
BSE 472, Sediment and Bio-Nutrient Engineering and Management
3 Credits, 20 Enrolled

Graduate, Post Docs, and other Advisees
Current
1) Joseph Sanford, Ph.D. Student, Biological Systems Engineering
2) Hui Wang, Ph.D. Candidate, Biological Systems Engineering
3) Emmy Tomforde, Ph.D., Student, Nelson Institute for Environmental Sciences
4) Alysa Bradley, Ph.D. Student, BSE, Biological Systems Engineering
5) Horacio A. Aguirre-Villegas, Ph.D. Assistant Scientist, Biological Systems Engineering
6) Mahmoud Sharara, Ph.D., Postdoctoral Researcher, Biological Systems Engineering Completed in 2016
7) Aleia McCord, Ph.D., Nelson Institute for Environmental Sciences, Graduated Summer 2016
8) Michael Holly, Ph.D., Biological Systems Engineering, Graduated Summer 2016

9) Joseph Sanford, M.S., Biological Systems Engineering, Graduated Spring 2016

Extension / Outreach
30+ days of extension programing
International anaerobic digestion programming (Uganda, Rwanda, and Bolivia)
Support UWEX agent programs in manure management, manure system designs, manure processing systems including composting, solid/liquid separation, sand separation, and anaerobic digestion
External Stakeholder Programs
Manure Irrigation Workgroup and related programming
Creating an Enduring U.S. Dairy Sector, 30th ADSA Discover Conference, Chicago, IL
Anaerobic Digestion Tour
Dane County Manure Planning

Funded Research Projects Ongoing in 2016
10) Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation In Dairy Production
Collaborators: M. Ruark, M. Jahn, M. Watteaux, B. Bland, M. Stephenson, D. Reinemann
Funding: AFRI/CAP $9,865,566 ($642,484)
Objectives: Manure Emissions Research (Lead), Dairy Life Cycle Assessment, Extension Material Development and Outreach (Lead)

Collaborators: T. Runge
Funding: USDA NIFA $467,969
Objectives: Evaluate biochar in manure systems to mitigate the impacts to water quality and air quality

12) Evaluation of Manure Storage Capital Projects in the Yahara River Watershed
Collaborators: L. Good, P. Porter, T. Runge
Funding: UW Hatch $99,900
Objectives: Evaluate the placement of manure storage and incorporation of manure technologies to reduce P loading to surface water in Dane County, WI

13) Field testing the Integration of Slurry Separation Technology & Refrigeration Units with Anaerobic Digestion Systems in Uganda
Collaborators: V. Tumwesige
Funding: MSU GCFSI, US AID $249,702
Objectives: Design and evaluate an in-line treatment systems for tile drainage

14) Reducing Water for Anaerobic Digestion
Collaborators: V. Tumwesige, S. Stefanos, A. McCord
Funding: Securing Water for Food (SWFF) $500,000
Objectives: implementing solid liquid separation systems to reduce the water usage in East Africa

15) Biogas Treatment to Remove Hydrogen Sulfide
Collaborators: n/a
Funding: UW Graduate School $35,860
Objectives: Develop a biological treatment system to reduce the H2S content from anaerobic digesters

16) Developing Science Based Materials to Assess the Environmental Impact of Swine Facilities
Collaborators: n/a
Funding: Wisconsin Pork Producers Association $26,000
Objectives: provide scientific based information on the environmental and social impacts of new pork production facilities

17) Multi-stakeholder decision-making for the development of livestock waste-to-biogas systems
Collaborators: V. Zavala
Funding: NSF CBET $346,051
Objectives: provide scientific based information on the development of anaerobic digestion systems

Collaborators: V. Zavala, D. Noguera, K. Kanzhikyan, and A. Hicks
Funding: NSF and USDA NIFA (INFEWS) $2,400,000
Objectives: provide scientific based information on waste optimization across sectors to reduce environmental impacts

19) Carbon and Nitrogen Use Efficiency in Wisconsin Dairy Production Systems
Collaborators: M. Wattiaux and K. Weigel
Funding: Hatch Multistate Proposal $250,000
Objectives: provide information on the greenhouse gas and ammonia emission over the dairy system when integrating new diet

20) Development of an In-Line Manure Nitrogen Sensor for Real-Time Monitoring during Land Application
Collaborators: B. Luck and F. Arriaga
Funding: Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation $39,770
Objectives: develop a sensor for continuous monitoring of manure nutrients during application

Publications

Peer Reviewed Journal Articles


Extension Document and Other Publications


Invited Presentations:


12. Considerations for the Use of Manure Irrigation Practices.)


**Service**

Biological Systems Engineering Committees

Extension

Pre-Professional Club

Faculty Meeting Secretary

CALS International Program Committee

American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers, National Society, NRES-27 Agricultural By-Products and Animal Mortality Management Systems, Past-Chair

American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers, National Society, K.K. Barnes Student Paper Award Competition Committee, Chair

eXtension, Livestock and Poultry Environmental Learning Center

North Central Coordinating Committee 9 (NCCC-9), Midwest Plan Service Research and Extension Educational Materials (Midwest Extension Engineers), Chair

Wisconsin Biogas Council, Advisory Committee

Reviewer for Journals and USDA panels

Manure Irrigation Workgroup

UWEX Dairy Team

UWEX Nutrient Management Team

UWEX Bio-energy/Bio-economy Team

Professional Nutrient Applicators Association of Wisconsin

**Awards**

2016 ASABE Superior Paper Award for “A New Model for Phosphorus Loss in Runoff from Outdoor Cattle Lots.” American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers (ASABE).


**Professional Development**

UW Teaching Academy

**Service**

1) BSE committees

Extension (2 hrs)

Pre-professional club advisor (25 hrs)

Faculty Meeting Secretary (10 hrs)

2) ASABE Committees

   NRES-27 Past Chair

3) Livestock and Poultry Environmental Learning Center

4) NCCC-9 (Midwest extension) Chair

5) Reviewer for journals and USDA panels
Dr. Luck has been the director of the Bio-Instrumentation Lab since January of 2014. His research interests include machine management/logistics, remote sensing, and applied image processing. Current research within the Bio-Instrumentation Lab is focused on time-motion analysis of machinery involved in forage harvest with the goal to optimize the process through logistical modeling and quantification of the corn silage kernel processing score via image analysis techniques. Other research is focused on deployment mechanisms of a pheromone based mating disruption product for controlling pest insects in cranberry. Finally, applied research is being conducted on current remote sensing technologies and their application to cranberry production.

Dr. Luck’s extension programming is centered around Precision Agriculture Technology. Topics of high interest in 2015 have been variable rate technology, remote sensing and the use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV’s), and issues dealing with “big data” in agriculture.

### Teaching

**Spring 2016**
- BSE 508 (2 credits): ¼ Scale Tractor Design Team (4 Students).
- SC_FISC 38-016 Precision Agriculture Technologies: Guest Lecture.

**Fall 2016**
- BSE 509 (2 credits): ¼ Scale Tractor Design Team (4 Students).
- SC_BSE 92 Farm Machinery: Guest Lecture.

### Graduate Student Advisees

1) Nate Dudenhoeffer, M.S., Biological Systems Engineering, 2016 (non-thesis).
3) Natalie Eisner, M.S., Entomology, 2018 (co-advising with Dr. Shawn Steffan).
4) Emmy Tomforde, Ph.D., Biological Systems Engineering, 2018 (co-advising with Dr. Rebecca Larson).

### Extension/Outreach

**Activities within Wisconsin:**

1) Cuba Club Meeting (Retired Extension Employees): (30 attendees).
2) Western Wisconsin Ag. Lenders Association (Dunn County): (140 attendees).
3) Wisconsin Cranberry Growers Association Cranberry School: (230 attendees).
4) Symposium 2016 (MFA, WCO, Nutrient Applicators) Meeting: (70 attendees).
5) Wisconsin Corn/Soy Expo – Attended only, No Presentation.
6) Portage Co. Vegetable Growers Meeting: (70 attendees).
7) Clark Co. Precision Ag. Meeting: (30 Attendees).
8) JCEP Conference: AgrAbility Poster (~30 contacts).
9) Cranberry Growers Spring Meeting: (100 attendees).
10) Madison West Kiwanis Club: (30 attendees)
11) BASF Field Day: Invited Presentation (175 attendees).
13) Farm Tech. Days Field Demo Machinery Liaison.
14) AgrAbility Neighbor to Neighbor Meeting: (10 attendees).
15) Cranberry Growers Summer: (50 attendees).
16) Soils/Agronomy Field Day: (40 attendees).
17) Dunn Co. Fall Field Day: (80 attendees).
18) Jackson Co. Ag. Lenders Meeting: (5 attendees).

**National Extension Activities:**
1. National AgrAbility Training Workshop: (20 attendees).

**Funded Research Projects**
1) *Image processing based kernel processing score determination via smart device: Smart Device application finalization, testing, and deployment.*
   **B. D. Luck**
   Funding: Midwest Forage Association Midwest Forage Research Program
   Collaborators: None
   Description: Finalization of smartphone application for deployment. Application uses image processing techniques to determine the particle size distribution of corn kernels contained within chopped and processed corn silage.

2) *Remote sensing via unmanned aerial vehicles of cranberry beds (continuation).*
   **B. D. Luck**
   Funding: Wisconsin Cranberry Board
   Collaborators: None
   Description: Develop materials for fitting a UAV with multi-spectral camera for measuring vegetative indices in cranberries. Collect weekly data on cranberry beds in central Wisconsin. Develop training material for analyzing vegetative indices data for cranberry beds.

3) *Quantifying and characterizing digital information technology needs to support Wisconsin Agriculture.*
   **J. Shutkske, B. D. Luck, D. Trechter, M. Alverez-Stroud, A. Reynolds**
   Funding: CERANR
   Description: Survey and case-studies on agribusiness professionals, producers, and extension professionals to determine rural broadband and technology requirements for future agriculture production.

4) *Unmanned Aerial Vehicle based remote sensing technique for detection of cranberry insect pests.*
   **B. D. Luck and S. A. Steffan**
   Funding: Wisconsin Specialty Crop Block Grant Program
   Description: The University of Wisconsin – Madison will implement precision agriculture practices with the use of remote sensing technology and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles for the identification and mapping of problem areas within cranberry beds, specifically insect infestation, and will provide dissemination of research results through grower meetings and conferences.

**Publications**

**Peer reviewed Journal Articles:**
1) **B. D. Luck, J. D. Davis, J. L Purswell, A. S. Kiess, S. J. Hoff.** 2017. Assessing the effect of house size and design on air velocity distribution in commercial broiler houses. *Transactions of the ASABE. Accepted with revisions.*


**Meeting Papers:**

**Extension Publications:**
1) **B. D. Luck.** 2017. Calibrate your yield monitor for greater accuracy during harvest. *In review for publication at UWEX Learning Store.*
Service

**BSE Committees:**
1) Extension (2 hrs)
2) Facilities (2 hrs)

**UWEX Committees:**
1) ANRE Team Grains Member (5 hrs)
2) ANRE Team Forage Member (5 hrs)

**ASABE Committees:**
1) ESH-04/2 Farmers with Disabilities Technology Exchange (Member and Vice Chair)
2) PM 23/7/2 – Forage & Biomass Engineering (Member and Past Chair)
3) MS-49 – Crop Production Systems, Machinery, and Logistics (Member)

**Other:**
1) 2015 Farm Technology Days Field Demonstrations – Machinery Company Liaison (1 calendar month time allocation)
2) 2015 Farm Technology Days Innovation Square Coordinator (1 week time allocation).
3) ¼ Scale Tractor Team Advisor
Xuejun Pan
Associate Professor, Ph.D.
50% Teaching / 50% Research
Bioenergy and Bio-Products Engineering

Dr. Pan’s research is focused on developing innovative biorefining processes for producing energy, fuels, chemicals, and materials from renewable resources. Some specific research interests of Dr. Pan are pretreatment and fractionation of lignocellulosic biomass for bioconversion, chemical and enzymatic saccharification of lignocellulose, catalytic conversion of lignocellulose to drop-in hydrocarbon fuel, and value-added utilization of cellulose, lignin, hemicellulose and extractives.

Teaching
Spring 2016:
BSE 365: 3 credits, 42 enrolled (co-teaching)
BSE 699: 2 enrolled for 3 credits,
BSE 990: 1 enrolled for 9 credits and 3 for 3 credits
Summer 2016:
BSE 990: 1 enrolled for 1 credit and 3 for 2 credits
Fall 2016:
BSE 299: 2 enrolled for 2 credits each
BSE 460: 3 credits, 19 enrolled
BSE 699: 1 enrolled for 1 credit
BSE 799: 1 enrolled for 3 credits
BSE 990: 1 enrolled for 1 credit, 2 enrolled for 2 credits and 2 for 3 credits

Advising & Mentoring
Graduate Students Advised:
1) Ning Li (Ph.D. Student)
2) Yang Liao (Ph.D. Student)
3) Zening Zhang (Ph.D. Student)
4) Shu-Ching Yang (Master Student)
5) Tianjiao Qu (Master Student)
6) Xueqin Zhang (Visiting PhD Student)
7) Xuliang Lin (Visiting PhD Student)
8) Jing Hu (Visiting PhD Student)

Postdocs and Visiting Scholars:
1) Dr. Shirishkumar Harde (Postdoc)
2) Dr. Zongquan Li (Visiting Professor, Qilu University of Technology, China)
3) Dr. Gaojin Lyu (Visiting Professor, Qilu University of Technology, China)
4) Dr. Xiaohui Yang (Visiting Professor, Institute of Chemical Industry of Forestry Products, Chinese Academy of Forestry)
5) Dr. Yuliang Li (Visiting Professor, Chang’an University, China)
6) Dr. Suleman Tahir (Visiting Professor, University of Gujrat, Pakistan)

Research Projects
2) NSF (National Science Foundation) (CBET 1159561), Xuejun Pan (PI), “Fast saccharification of lignocellulosic biomass under mild conditions in the medium of concentrated lithium bromide”, 298,686 (July 2012 - June 2016)
3) USDA McIntire Stennis (WIS01861), Xuejun Pan (PI), “Conversion of Forest Residue into High-Value Furan-Based Chemicals and High-Quality Lignin in Biphasic System Involving Molten Salt Hydrate”, $160,000 (October, 2015 - September, 2019)

Grant Proposals
1) NSF (PD 16-1440): Xuejun Pan (PI), SusChEM: Fabrication of functionalized mesoporous biosorbent from whole biomass and application in indoor air purification. Budget $359,630, submitted October 20, 2016. (Pending)
3) Y2018 Hatch: Xuejun Pan (PI) and Krishnapuram Karthikeyan (Co-PI). Fabrication and functionalization of whole biomass aerogels from forest residue as biosorbents for heavy metals. Budget $163,576, submitted September 2, 2016.
4) 2016 UW Graduate School: Xuejun Pan (PI). Fabrication and functionalization of whole biomass aerogel as a biosorber to remove toxic formaldehyde from indoor air. Budget: $44,337, submitted September 2, 2016. (Not funded)
5) USDA AFRI (A1531 – Bioprocessing and Bioengineering): Xuejun Pan (PI). Fabrication of low-cost and functionalized aerogel from whole biomass of forest residue for removal of formaldehyde from air. Budget $499,358, submitted July 13, 2016. (Not funded)
6) DOE EERE: Xuejun Pan, John Ralph, and Robert Anex, One-pot process for converting lignocellulosic biomass to furan-based precursors for hydrocarbon fuel and high-quality lignin for value-added coproducts. Submitted on Feb 16, 2016. (Not funded)

Patents

Publications
Google Scholar: citations, 5920; H index, 36; i10, 62.

Peer Reviewed Journal Articles
1) Xiaohui Yang, Ning Li, Xuliang Lin, Xuejun Pan, and Yonghong Zhou. Selective cleavage of the aryl ether bonds in lignin for depolymerization by acidic lithium bromide molten salt hydrate under mild conditions. Journal of Agricultural Food and Chemistry, 2016, 44, 8379-8387.
6) Hongdan Zhang, Ning Li, Xuejun Pan, Shubin Wu, and Jun Xie. Oxidative conversion of glucose to gluconic acid by iron (III) chloride in water under mild conditions. Green Chemistry, 2016, 18, 2308-2312.

Invited Book Chapters (peer-reviewed)

**Technical Report**

**Invited Seminars**
3) X.J. Pan. Fundamental understanding and removing strategies of the inhibitory effects of lignin on enzymatic saccharification of lignocellulose. May 23, 2016, South China University of Technology, Guangzhou, China.

**Oral Conference Presentations**
2) Xuejun Pan, Ning Li, and Jane Alexander. A new method for fast lignin quantitation of lignocellulosic biomass. 5th ISETPP & 3rd IPEC, November 6-9, 2016, Guangzhou, China.
3) Ning Li, Joseph Kraft, and Xuejun Pan. Enhanced saccharification of biomass to aqueous soluble oligosaccharides and monosaccharides at high biomass loading in molten salt hydrate medium. 251st ACS National Meeting & Exposition, March 13-17, 2016, San Diego, CA.

**Poster Conference Presentations**

**Award and Honors**
2) X.J. Pan. Distinguished Visiting Chair Professorship at South China University of Technology, sponsored by the Ministry of Education of China (2016)
3) X.J. Pan. Distinguished Visiting Chair Professorship at Tianjin University of Science and Technology, sponsored by Tianjin municipal government, China (2016)

**Professional Service**
1) University
   a) BSE Graduate Instruction and Research Committee (40 hr)
   b) BSE Undergraduate Instruction and Program Committee (40 hr)
   c) BSE Social Committee (20 hr)
   d) CALS International Program Committee (10 hr)
   e) CoE UPRC/ABET Assessment Committee (80 hr)
   f) CoE Academic Policy, Curriculum, and Regulation Committee (APCRC) committee (20 hr)
2) Graduate thesis committee
   a) Edgardo Ortiz, 2016, PhD in Biological Systems Engineering.
   b) Sampath Gunukula, 2016, PhD in Biological Systems Engineering.
   c) Wu Lan, 2016, PhD in Biological Systems Engineering.
   d) Ville Pihlajaniemi, 2016, PhD in Chemical Technology, Aalto University, Finland.

**Civic Service**
1) Editorship
   a) Associate Editor, BioEnergy Research
   b) Editorial board member Journal of Biobased Materials and Bioenergy
   c) Editorial board member of International Journal of Agricultural and Biological Engineering
2) Conference Organization
b) Chair of Session 7 at 5th International Symposium on Emerging Technologies of Pulping and Papermaking & 3rd International Papermaking and Environment Conference, November 7-9, 2016, Guangzhou, China.

3) Journal Article Reviewer
   a) ACS Sustainable Chemistry and Engineering (x4)
   b) Catalysis Letters (x1)
   c) ChemSusChem (x3)
   d) Energy Technology (x1)
   e) Fuel (x1)
   f) Green Chemistry (x3)
   g) Journal of Physical Chemistry (x1)
   h) Journal of Wood Chemistry (x1)
   i) RSC Advances (x1)
   j) Scientific Reports (x1)

4) Proposal Reviewer
   a) USDA NIFA proposals (x7)
   b) USDA SBIR proposal (x1)
   c) WARF Discover Challenge proposals (x5)
Dr. Reinemann has directed the activities of the UW Milking Research and Instruction lab since 1990. His research interests include the biomechanics of machine milking, milk quality assurance, and the development and deployment of robotic milking systems. As a long-time member and frequent chair of the NMC, IDF, ISO and ASABE milking machine committees, his work with international experts has been focused on the development and interpretation methods for machine milking performance indicators.

Doug has also been working at the interface between energy and agricultural systems for more than 24 years. His research and extension interests include efficient energy use and energy production in agricultural systems. He leads the UW ‘Green Cheese’ team who are investigating sustainability in dairy and biofuels production systems in Wisconsin. Doug has been actively involved with the Midwest Rural Energy Council - an organization of power suppliers addressing issues related to energy supply to agricultural production and processing operations as well as integrating renewable energy resources into the energy distribution grid.

**Teaching**

Spring 2016  
BSE/IES 367, Renewable Energy Systems  
Team taught with Troy Runge  
3 Credits, 113 enrolled

Fall 2016  
BSE/IES 367, Renewable Energy Systems,  
Team taught with Troy Runge  
3 Credits, 92 enrolled

BSE 509: Advised one group of 3 students

**Graduate and Post Docs Advisees**

1) John Penry, PhD Dairy Science, 2016  
2) Jack Buchanan, PhD, GNIES, 2016.  
3) Dr. John Upton, Post Doctoral Milking Machine Researcher, 100% appointment,  
4) Dr. Muireann Ni Chonfhaola, Post DoctoralMilking Machine Researcher, 50% appointment  
5) Horacio A. Aguirre-Villegas, Post Doctoral LCA Researcher, Co-advised with Rebecca Larson

**Agent Outcome Evaluation:** 4.25/5.0  
**External Stakeholder Programs**  
Milking Quality web site Development  
MilkTech professional development courses  
International On-Line curriculum used in USA, Argentina, and China  
Midwest Rural Energy Council: Web site development, Annual board meeting and conference planning (2 days), Annual educational conference on rural energy issues (3 days, attendance 120), Stray Voltage Investigators Courses (4 days, attendance 40)

**Fund Research Projects**

3) Milking Physiology Research ($64k/yr) Co-Pi with Laura Hernandez, UW Dairy Science

**Research Proposals Submitted**

1) Factors Affecting Teat Congestion and milking efficiency. Ph.D. Fellowship, 4 years. Collaborator, Dr. John Upton, Teagasc Dairy Research Institute, Moorpark, Ireland (funded).


**Publications**

Google Scholar: Citations 1600, H index-19, i10-41

**Peer reviewed Journal Articles**


**Books**


**Conference Proceedings**


**Professional Development**

UW Chair’ Chats
Communications and Leadership Development Workshop (1 week)

**Service**

BSE Department Chair
BSE committees: Undergrad Instruction, IT, Extension, External Relations, Awards, Facilities & Operations
ASABE Committees
ED-210 Dept. Administrators
IET-441 Milk Handling Equipment
IET-433 Agricultural Wiring and Energy
Midwest Rural Energy Council, Ex-Officio Executive Board Member and secretary
National Mastitis Council, Milking Machine Committee
International Dairy Federation, machine milking committee
Reviewer for Transactions ASABE, J. Dairy Science, J. Dairy Research, and several energy related journals
Troy M. Runge
Associate Professor, Ph.D.
40% Teaching / 60% Research

Campus Affiliations: Gaylord Nelson Institute for Environmental Studies and Wisconsin Energy Institute affiliate.

Dr. Runge is an Assistant Professor in the Biological Systems Engineering Department in CALS where he performs research and teaches in the bioproducts & bioenergy field. His research emphasis is on the biomass composition impact on bioprocessing systems, including biomass to polymers, fuels, and fiber.

Troy is a member of the Wisconsin Energy Institute where his lab group is located. He is working on several manure processing project investigating cost effective methods of nutrient management and energy production. In addition to his lab-based research, he works collaboratively with start-up bioenergy and biorenewable companies providing engineering and bioprocessing including pulp and chemicals, with a recent emphasis on gamma-valerolactone solvent systems.

**Teaching**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Semester</th>
<th>Number of Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BSE 461</td>
<td>Spring 2016</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSE 367*</td>
<td>Spring 2016</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSE 299</td>
<td>Spring 2016</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSE 249</td>
<td>Fall 2016</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSE 367*</td>
<td>Fall 2016</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSE 509**</td>
<td>Fall 2016</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Co-taught with Prof. Reinemann.
**Served as senior project advisor

**Graduate and Post Docs Advisees**
2) Anurag Mandalika, PhD BSE, 2018.
3) Shengzhi He, PhD BSE, 2019.
4) Zong Liu, Post-Doctoral Researcher
5) Qiang Yang, Post-Doctoral Researcher
6) Mahmoud Sharara, Post-Doctoral Researcher
7) Shengfei Zhou, Post-Doctoral Researcher

**Outreach**
1) Supported Wisconsin Energy Institute programs including:
   Meetings with state representatives
   UW Alumni Event Speaker (San Diego, CA)
2) Assisted several farms with manure separation/management issues

3) Meetings with interested industry collaborators
   Provide information to UW Extension specialists.
4) Assisted several farms with manure separation/management issues

**Funded Research Projects**
1) Dried Distiller Grain Based Polymer Dispersions for Paper Coatings.
   Collaborators: R. Anex, BSE.
   Funding: USDA NIFA Critical Ag
   Objectives: Develop a process to extract hemicelluloses as a gum material from DDG residual at a corn ethanol plant.
2) Accelerated Renewable Energy
   Collaborators: J. Markley, Biochem, T. Cox, AAE, and J. Leverich, UW Ext.
   Funding: USDA BRDI
   Objectives: Assess a process to separate digested manure into value added components and investigate the potential to produce cellulosic ethanol.
3) Improving the Value of Agricultural Residues as Feed through Xylan Extraction and Utilization in Pulp and Paper
   Funding: USDA Hatch
   Objectives: Develop a system to utilize agricultural residual crops to improve the wood pulping process
4) Kewaunee County Biogas Systems
   Funding: Wisconsin PSC
   Objectives: Assess anaerobic digestion potential and environmental impact in Kewaunee County
5) Cellulose materials from GVL
   Funding: GlucanBio LLC
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Objectives: Investigate a biorefinery system that using gamma-valerolactone separation process to create high value products from wood feedstocks.

6) GVL Biorefinery
Funding: NSF
Collaborators: GlucanBio LLC
Objectives: Investigate a biorefinery system that using gamma-valerolactone separation process to create viscose pulps and cellulose nanomaterials.

Collaborators: Becky Larson, BSE
Funding: USDA NIFA
Objectives: Investigate biochar additions to manure and wastewater handling, processing, storage, and application systems will significantly reduce N losses increasing nutrient use efficiency and thereby increasing the environmental and economic sustainability of livestock facilities.

8) Yahara Watershed Manure Management
Collaborators: Becky Larson, BSE; Laura Good, Soil Science; and Pam Porter, P² group
Funding: Dane County
Objectives: Investigate management strategies of manure storage in the Yahara watershed that can reduce winter spreading and thereby reduce phosphorous runoff.

9) Creating a Pulping Model for Zip-Lignin Modified Trees
Collaborators: John Ralph, Biochem
Funding: WARF
Objectives: Investigate economic potential of using zip-lignin modified trees to improve profitability in pulp and paper operations

10) Scalable, Continuous Processing of Concentrated Lignocellulosic Biomass’
Collaborators: Dan Klingenberg, CBE; Thatcher Root, CBE; Tim Scott, FPL; and Carl Houtman, FPL
Funding: WARF
Objectives: develop a scalable, continuous process to separately extract soluble lignin, C5 and C6 sugars (or C6 products) utilizing the GVL acid-hydrolysis chemistry

Publications
Peer reviewed Journal Articles


Conference Proceedings
2. Sharara, Mahmoud; Rebecca Larson; Troy Runge Spatially-explicit methodology for manure management at the watershed level. Annual International meeting of the American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineering (ASABE), Orlando, FL – July 2016


Service
- Graduate thesis committees
  - Edgardo Ortiz, BSE
  - Sampath, Gunukala, BSE
  - Lei Gu, BSE
- BSE committees
  - Undergrad Instruction (80 hrs)
  - External Relations (20 hrs)
- UW Madison committees
  - SciMed Graduate Research Scholars Advisory Board
  - CALS Facility Committee
- Professional societies
  - American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers
  - Technical Association of Pulp and Paper Paper, Non-wood Committee
- Reviewer for USDA and NSF grant submissions.
Kevin J. Shinners  
Professor, Ph.D.  
50% Teaching / 50% Research

Dr. Shinners has lead responsibilities for the Machinery Systems Engineering teaching and research program in BSE. He has been a member of the BSE faculty since 1985 and he works to create engineering improvements to the machines, practices and processes used to harvest, handle, store, and transport of hay, forage, and biomass crops. His current research focuses on single-pass biomass residue harvesting; improved logistics efficiency for chopped, bulk biomass; reducing costs of perennial grass biomass logistics; and fractional harvest of forage crops for improved animal utilization. Dr. Shinners teaches the two core Machinery Systems Engineering BSE courses – Off-Road Vehicle Engineering and Engineering Principles of Agricultural Machines. He also serves as advisor to Machinery Systems Engineering students in the Design Practicum Courses.

Teaching
Spring 2016
BSE / ME 476, Off-Road Vehicle Engineering  
3 Credits, Enrollment – 38  
Instructor Rating – 4.64/5.00  
BSE 309, Engr. Design Practicum  
2 credits, 4 students advised

Fall 2016
BSE / ME 475, Engineering Principles of Agricultural Machines  
3 Credits, Enrollment – 20  
Instructor Rating – 4.30/5.00  
BSE 509, Design Practicum II  
3 Credits, 4 students advised

Research Group
Graduate Students Completed in 2016:
1) Chase Walters – MS BSE; MacDon Industries  
2) Nolan Lacy – MS BSE; MacDon Industries

Current Graduate Students:
1) Justin Thiede - MS BSE; May 2017  
2) Dan Flick – MS BSE; May 2018  
3) Josh McAfee – MS BSE; December 2017  
4) Cyrus Nigon – MS BSE; December 2017

Visiting Scholar
1) Bei Wu; College of Engineering, China  
   Agricultural University, Beijing, China

Undergraduate Students Employed in 2016:
1) Jake Hrebik, Eric Pessig; Reid Christ

Undergraduate USDA Summer Intern:
Rosemary Nicholson – Penn State

Outreach Presentations

Invited Presentations:

Funded Research Projects
2) Improving combine residue management. Funding: John Deere. Objectives: Develop systems to quantify straw residue particle-size; apply sensor systems to measure residue distribution.
3) Agro-ecosystem approach to sustainable biofuels production via the pyrolysis-biochar platform. Collaborators: Multi-institution Funding: USDA – AFRI CAP Objectives: Improved logistics system for perennial grasses including harvest, handling, storage and transport.
4) **Investigation of methods to harvest and store corn stover as a biomass feedstock.**
   Collaborators: Dan Schaeffer, Animal Science
   Funding: John Deere.
   Objectives: Improving corn stover yield on single-pass harvest system; conduct beef animal feeding trials.

5) **High-density baling of biomass.**
   Funding: John Deere.
   Objectives: Assessment of alternative baling process that does not employ a plungerhead.

6) **Improving harvest technologies for fractionating alfalfa into leaf and stem fractions.**
   Collaborators: Ron Hatfield & Rich Muck, USDA; Bei Wu, China Agricultural University
   Funding: USDA-ARS.
   Objectives: Improve the performance of an alfalfa leaf-stripper and investigate the storage characteristics of stripped leaf fraction.

**Publications**

**Peer Reviewed Journal Publications**


**Service**

**Graduate Committees**
1) Josh Harmon
2) Nate Dudenhoffer
3) Jordi Clar

**Mentor Committees**
1) Brian Luck – Chair

**Department**
1) Graduate Research and Instruction
2) Undergraduate Instruction
3) Facilities Operation – Chair
4) Department Advancement

**College and University**
1) CALS Ag Research Stations Oversight Committee

**Professional**

1) ASABE PM-23/7-2 Forage Harvesting and Utilization Committee
2) Board Member – Wisconsin Custom Operators
3) ASABE PM-44 Machinery Management Committee
4) ASABE FPE – 709 Biomass Energy and Industrial Products Committee

**Manuscripts Reviews**

1) Transaction of the ASABE (2)
2) Biofuels, Bioproducts and Biorefining (1)
On July 1, 2016, Dr. Shutske returned to the Biological Systems Engineering Department after eight years in CALS and UW-Extension administration. Dr. Shutske’s interests and activities include research, outreach, and education to help people apply, design, and evaluate new technologies, including sensors, robotics, automation, and wireless systems especially in ways that can reduce injury risk and other negative health outcomes for people and the environment, while simultaneously pursuing enhanced profitability. John also has an affiliate faculty appointment in the UW's Family Medicine Department within the School of Medicine and Public Health. This relationship includes working with health professionals, Extension colleagues, and agricultural services providers to reduce the burden of occupational illness and injury in farming.

In the near future, Dr. Shutske will engage students and external stakeholders to explore innovative development and adoption of relatively new concepts in ag and food systems including "big data," the Internet of things (IoT), artificial intelligence, and virtual reality. The focus of this work will always be to help the ag sector apply these new ideas to safely and sustainably grow our food system as we face the many challenges of feeding a growing world population.

### Teaching

**Fall 2016**

BSE 409: Career Management for Engineers

### Presentations, Workshops, Seminars

1. Feeding Nine Billion People in a Changing World. InterAg 165 – Issues in Agriculture, Environment, and Life Sciences (30 people)
2. Wisconsin Agriculture and Extension – to Wisconsin Cranberry Grower’s Association Leadership Development cohort (20 people)
3. Farm Injury and Illness Prevention – to Wisconsin Academy of Rural Medicine (WARM) participants. (25 people)
4. Changes in Cooperative Extension and the College of Ag & Life Sciences – to WI Nutrient/Pest Management and Integrated Pest Management Technical Advisory Council (20 people)
5. Changes, Updates, and Feedback for WFTD. – to external industry advisory group to Wisconsin Farm Technology Days (20 people).
6. Cooperative Extension, a Vision for the Future – to UWEX/CALS retiree group (35 people)
8. Being Digital: ANRE’s Needs & How Do We Get There? – Presented to ANRE annual professional development conference colleagues (35 people)
9. Our Brain on Stress – Keynote talk (90 minute workshop at ) Coaching Your Clients Through This Rough Patch professional development sessions – presented five times at Tomah, Chippewa Falls, Appleton, Oconomowoc, and Dodgeville. Audience was financial consultants; the media; ag organization leaders; clergy; health professionals; educators. (105 people total in five sites).
10. Agriculture online: Getting on, Growing, Profiting- (with Kara O’Connor, Wisconsin Farmer’s Union) – Presented to Wisconsin rural leaders at UWEX Broadband Bootcamp. (45 people)
12. This is Our Brain on Stress – National webinar done by AgriSafe Network (90 people)
13. Feeding Nine Billion People in a Rapidly Changing World – Presented to general session of Farm and Industry Shortcourse (75 people)
Podcasts & Videos

1. Corn Silage: Equipment Settings and Safety
2. Corn Silage: Feed Out Safety
3. Corn Silage: Signs of Proper Processing, Packing, and Storage Plus Safety Tips

Articles

1. New Technologies Give Rise to New Safety Opportunities – and Hazards
2. Farm Progress Show - Autonomous Tractor, Drones, Data Products
3. Companies Aggressively Pursue Artificial Intelligence in Agriculture
4. 12 Technological Forces That Will Shape Our Future
5. Technology in Extension – a Future Vision
6. Agritourism Health and Safety Guidelines for Children
7. Stress, Fatigue, and the Custom Applicator
8. Don’t Get Beat by the Heat!
9. Fall Harvest Ag Safety Public Service Announcements
10. Keep People Healthy at Fairs, Shows, and Ag-Tourism Venues
11. Silage Season Safety - General Safety Info
12. Silage Season Safety - Processing & Packing
13. Silage Season Safety - Pre-Season Preparation
14. Update info on Manure Basin Fatality in Portage County
15. Manure Handling Safety Webinar - Focus on Recent Deaths and Incidents & Practical Solutions
16. Prepare for a Safe Harvest
17. Silo Gas - An Important Airborne Hazard
18. Combine Fire Prevention & Preparedness
19. Farm Safety & Connections to Stress
20. Financial Worries Connected to Sleep Loss & Possible Injury Risk
22. Respiratory Health with Dusty & Moldy Grain
23. Coaching Your Clients - Coping with Stress During Difficult times
24. Farm Stress & Decision Making During Challenging Times
25. Our Brain on Stress: An Introduction
26. Part 2. Acute Stress, the HPA, and the Chase on the African Savannah

Coverage by Media and Popular Press

1. How To Avoid The Risks Of Heat Stress
2. The Hidden Dangers of Farming
3. Getting Through Tough Times
4. Be Prepared for Combine Fires
5. Safety First During Harvest
6. Experts Urge Farmers To Put Safety First During Fall Harvest
7. Fatal fumes lurk in manure storage facilities
8. Farm stress: Something to fear or a call to action?

Awards Received

1. Program Innovation Award - The Agricultural Podcasts Team, with other recipients including Liz Binversie (primary), Kevin Jarek, Tina Kohlman, Matt Lippert, Mark Mayer, Sarah Mills-Lloyd, Heather Schlesser, Trisha Wagner, Matt Akins, Paul Friche, Brian Holmes, David Kammel, Joe Lauer, and Randy Shaver
2. Special Career Recognition Award – UWEX and ANRE
3. 2016 Award for Excellence from the University of Wisconsin Colleges and University of Wisconsin-Extension

Service Activities

1. Chair, West Madison Agricultural Research Station Visioning Committee.
2. Chair, Wisconsin Farm Technology Days, Inc.
3. UW-Extension, Cooperative Extension, Statewide Organizational Structure (co-chair of primary committee and also member of an overarching steering committee) – note, this represented a MAJOR time commitment during much of the second half of 2016.
4. UW-Extension, Cooperative Extension, Integrated Working Group (ad-hoc member in late 2016, ongoing)
5. Advisory Board of Upper Midwest Agricultural Safety and Health Center (UMASH) http://umash.umn.edu/advisory-board/
6. Wisconsin Farm to School Advisory Council
7. Board of Directors – AgSource Cooperative
8. UWCC Advisory Committee - UW Center for Cooperatives
9. UW Extension Broadband Adoption and Utilization Advisory Council (council ended its work mid-2016)
10. UniverCity Advisory Group (ended appointment on June 30, 2016)

Articles in ANRE Update Administrative Newsletter

- Thank You Colleagues (in ANRE and Beyond)
- What’s Up with nEXT Generation Planning?
- A Farewell to CALS and UW-Extension Administration
- Six Reasons Why We Cannot Be Replaced By Google
- nEXT Generation Work Group Update
- Transitions in Wisconsin Farm Technology Days
- New ANRE Things to Watch For & Learn More About
- Financial and Other Challenges in a Changing World
- Telling Your Story – Scholarship, Outcomes, Value
- The Value of ANRE in the Eyes of our Clientele and Stakeholders
- Changes in the Works for Wisconsin Farm Technology Days
- The Meaning of Digital
- The E-mail River
- ANRE Professionals Fulfill Dreams for Wisconsin
- FAA Registration – Drones
- Digital Tools that Facilitate Change

Funded Projects

- USDA-NIFA. Project: Mitigating transmission of antimicrobial resistance on large dairy farms by reducing behavioral pathways of exposure. Ruegg, Pamela L. (PI); Shutske, John; Sethi, Ajay; Goldberg, Tony; Suen, Garret; Safdar, Nasia. Funding Total: $1,200,000.
- UW Consortium For Extension And Research In Agriculture And Natural Resources (CERANR). Project: Quantifying & Characterizing Digital Information Technology Needs to Support Wisconsin Agriculture. Shutske, John (PI); Luck, Brian; Trechter, D. Funding Total: $54,489.
Dr. Thompson’s research program is focused on water quantity and quality impacts associated with land use change. In urban landscapes, she has addressed thermal pollution and mitigation; changes in runoff generation and water quality; and performance of engineered infiltration practices, treatment wetlands, and erosion control practices. In rural landscapes she has focused on runoff generation; transport and delivery of sediment, nutrient, and pathogens through agricultural watersheds; surface and subsurface water and nutrient dynamics associated with biofuel cropping systems; and wintertime hydrologic/erosion processes.

Honors & Awards
Recipient, Nelson Institute Professor of Water Resources, Nelson Institute for Environmental Studies, 2016
Recipient, Certificate in Honor of Service as an Outstanding Mentor, The Ronald E. McNair Post-Baccalaureate Achievement Program, University of Wisconsin – Madison, 2016

Teaching
Spring 2016:
BSE 508: Advisor to NR&E Group, 4 Enrolled
BSE 571: 3 credits, 16 Enrolled
BSE 699: 4 credits, 1 Enrolled
BSE 990: Various Research Credits, 1 Enrolled
ENVIR ST 718: 2 credits, 11 Enrolled

Summer 2016:
BSE 299: 3 credits, 1 Enrolled
BSE 699: 3 credits, 1 Enrolled
BSE 990: Various Research Credits, 3 Enrolled
ENVIR ST 719: 4 credits, 10 Enrolled

Fall 2016:
BSE 399: 1 credits, 1 Enrolled
BSE 509: Advisor to NR&E Group, 4 Enrolled
BSE 990: Various Research Credits, 2 Enrolled
ENVIR ST 717: 1 credit, 17 Enrolled
ENVIR ST 999: 1 credit, 10 Enrolled

Advising
Graduate Students:
Thesis
- Ed Boswell (Ph.D. in Soil Science, Expected December 2017)
- Elizabeth Buschert (M.S. in BSE and Nelson Institute Environment & Resources, Expected May 2017)
- Andrew Skog (M.S. in BSE, Expected December 2017)
- Sarah Fuller (M.S. in BSE and Nelson Institute Water Resources Management, Expected May 2018)
- Andrew Powers (M.S. in BSE, Expected May 2018)

Practicum
- Lucas Treutel (M.S. in Nelson Institute Water Resources Management, May 2016)
- Katherine Hanson (M.S. in Nelson Institute Water Resources Management, Expected May 2017)
- Sean Spencer (M.S. in Nelson Institute Water Resources Management, Expected May 2017)
- Kevin Banas (M.S. in Nelson Institute Water Resources Management, Expected May 2018)
• Haley Briel (M.S. in Nelson Institute Water Resources Management, Expected May 2018)
• Jack Cotrone (M.S. in Nelson Institute Water Resources Management, Expected May 2018)
• Alex Delvoye (M.S. in Nelson Institute Water Resources Management, Expected May 2018)
• Marty Dillenburg (M.S. in Nelson Institute Water Resources Management, Expected May 2018)
• Sarah Fanning (M.S. in Nelson Institute Water Resources Management, Expected May 2018)
• Yiyi Hu (M.S. in Nelson Institute Water Resources Management, Expected May 2018)
• Alex Jeffers (M.S. in Nelson Institute Water Resources Management, Expected May 2018)
• Thor Jeppson (M.S. in Nelson Institute Water Resources Management, Expected May 2018)
• Yu Li (M.S. in Nelson Institute Water Resources Management, Expected May 2018)
• Ryan McGuire (M.S. in Nelson Institute Water Resources Management, Expected May 2018)
• Tom Pearce (M.S. in Nelson Institute Water Resources Management, Expected May 2018)
• Catherine Schumak (M.S. in Nelson Institute Water Resources Management, Expected May 2018)
• Yi Wang (M.S. in Nelson Institute Water Resources Management, Expected May 2018)
• Zach Zopp (Assistant Researcher)

McNair Postbaccalaureate Achievement Program:
• Daniel Linton (B.S. Environmental Studies, May 2016)

Undergraduate Research Advisees:
• Anita Liu (B.S. Biological Systems Engineering, Expected May 2017)

Funded Research Projects (Natural Resources & Environment)
1) “Influence of Soil Matrix Temperature Gradient on Subsurface and Surface Nutrient Transport”.
   Funding: USDA-NIFA Hatch.
   P.I.s: A.M. Thompson
   Objectives: 1) conduct a field-scale study to understand and quantify the impact of thermal gradients, thermal fluctuations (freeze-thaw) and non-isothermal soil moisture dynamics on nutrient storage and redistribution in soil profiles and their transport via surface and/or subsurface flux. 2) Calibrate and validate a 2D model and use the model to simulate a range of scenarios to understand the effect of nutrient application rate and timing under different soil moisture conditions, soil types and soil temperature along the profile, and climatic conditions to evaluate nutrient availability in soils.

2) “Quantifying wintertime drivers of soil erodibility: Improving soil sustainability in agriculture and scientific literacy within a changing climate”.
   Funding: USDA-NIFA Hatch.
   P.I.s: A.M. Thompson, N.J. Balster
   Objectives: 1) quantify the effect of aspect, topographic position, and snow cover on freeze-thaw cycles and soil climate in a rural agricultural watershed, 2) measure critical shear stress, soil erodibility and aggregate stability in response to freeze-thaw conditions to parameterize models such as WEPP, and 3) design and test an open-inquiry, outdoor curriculum on soil erosion in an agricultural watershed.

3) “Implications of Climate Change and Biofuel Development for Great Lakes Regional Water Quality and Quantity.”
   Objectives: 1) collect detailed surface and subsurface water quality and quantity measurements to better understand the nutrient dynamics of biofuel crop systems, 2) enhance a recent SALUS and ILHM coupling, and parameterize the models for plot-scale simulations of biomass production and water/nutrient dynamics, 3) validate SALUS-ILHM at the regional scale and investigate the implications of climate change and intensive biofuel production in Great Lakes Basin watersheds in a range of hydrogeological settings.

4) “P Index and Snowmelt Runoff Risk Assessment: Demonstration and Refinement.”
   Funding: USDA-Conservation Innovation Grant.
   P.I.s: A.M Thompson, L. Good, J. Panuska, K.G. Karthikeyan, D. Busch
   Objectives: 1) Demonstrate the ability of a process-based P Index formulation to assess management effects on runoff P losses from fields under frozen soil conditions. 2) Test and refine the method used in a process-based P Index to determine the effect of
field management practices on frozen soil runoff volume. 3) Adapt the refined frozen soil runoff risk assessment method (within the process-based P Index) to identify field conditions and management practices capable of minimizing runoff when animal manure is applied to frozen soils.

5) “Subsurface Fate and Transport of Cryptosporidium in Soils of Wisconsin’s Carbonate Aquifer Region.”
Funding: Wisconsin Groundwater Coordinating Council.
P.I.s: K.G. Karthikeyan, A.M. Thompson, B.J. Lepore, S. Long
Objectives: 1) Determine whether irradiated C. parvum is an effective surrogate soil surface-to-groundwater tracers for future field studies of C. parvum transport, and 2) Determine the C. parvum fate and transport potential for several Wisconsin soils which have developed overlying NE Wisconsin’s vulnerable carbonate aquifer.

6) “Stricker’s Pond Watershed Assessment.”
Funding: City of Middleton.
P.I.: A.M. Thompson
Objective: 1) Assess the ecological condition of Stricker’s pond and its watershed and 2) make land and water management recommendations for the watershed.

Peer Reviewed Publications (Natural Resources & Environment)
Published:


Research. 31(4):386–394. doi:10.1016/j.ijscr.2016.06.004


In Review:


Peer-Reviewed Conference Proceedings:

Written Media Program Participation:
Abstracts/Papers/Presentations (Natural Resources & Environment)


Professional Service

Department and University Activities

a) Chair, UW Nelson Institute Water Resources Management Graduate Program, 2015 – Present
b) Member, UW Graduate School Research Committee for the Physical Sciences, 2016-2019
c) Member, UW Aquatic Sciences Center Review Committee, Spring 2016
d) Member, UW Committee on Undergraduate Recruitment, Admissions, and Financial Aid, 2013-2017
e) Member, UW FPM Campus Master Plan Green Infrastructure Technical Coordinating Committee, 2015-2016
f) Member, Water@UW Steering Committee, 2016-Present
g) Member, UW CALS Equity and Diversity Committee, 2014-Present
h) Member, BSE Development and External Relations Committee, 2013-Present
i) Member, BSE Undergraduate Instruction and Program Committee, 2002-Present
j) Member, BSE Awards Committee 2007-Present
k) Faculty Senator Alternate, 2012-16
l) Member, Biology in Engineering Certificate Program Committee 2009-Present
m) Member, The Nelson Institute for Environmental Studies, Water Resources Management Program Committee 2010-Present
n) Member, The Nelson Institute for Environmental Studies, Water Resources Management Program Graduate Admissions Committee 2014-Present
o) Chair, R. Larson Mentor Committee 2011-Present
p) Mentor, Women Faculty Mentor Program 2010-Present
q) Proposal Reviewer, USDA-CSREES Hatch
r) Member, Organizing Committee for 2021 ASABE International Soil Erosion Symposium, 2016-2021
s) Associate Editor, Transactions of the ASABE, 2008-Present
t) Representative, Consortium of Universities for the Advancement of Hydrologic Sciences, Inc., 2011-Present
u) Chair, ASABE SW-223, Soil Erosion Research Committee, 2015-present
v) Vice-Chair, ASABE SW-223, Soil Erosion Research Committee, 2013-2015
w) Member, American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers, 1996-Present
x) Member, American Water Resource Association, 2008-Present
y) Member, American Geophysical Union, 2007-Present
z) Member, ASABE SW-21 Hydrology Committee, 2004-Present
aa) Member, ASABE SW-22 Erosion Control Committee, 2004-Present
bb) Member, ASABE BE-22 Ecological Engineering Committee, 2003-Present
Affiliate and Emeritus Faculty Activity Reports

**John Ralph**
Professor

Teaching / research/Extension split: 2% Teaching / 98% Research

Program affiliations: Department of Biochemistry, the DOE Great Lakes Bioenergy Research Center

The group’s research is largely focused in the following areas:
- General plant cell wall (CW) chemistry/biochemistry.
- Lignin Biosynthesis (including pathway delineation), Lignin Structure, Lignin Chemistry, Lignin Reactions.
- Delineation of effects of perturbing lignin biosynthesis, and extensions aimed at redesigning lignins to be more readily degraded to improve lignocellulosics bioprocessing.
- Development of synthetic methods for biosynthetic products, precursors, intermediates, molecular markers, cell wall model compounds, etc.
- Solution-state NMR (particularly of CW components, especially lignins); methods development; NMR methods applied to unfractionated cell walls.
- Plant cell wall cross-linking mechanisms.
- Methods for wall structural analysis (chemical/degradative, NMR, GC-MS, etc.).
- Processes such as biomass to bioenergy, pulping, and valorization of cell wall components.

**Teaching**

Biochem 621, “Plant Biochemistry” (contributed 4 lectures)

**Graduate Students and Post Docs Advised**

**Degree program and expected completion date:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ph.D. Students</th>
<th>Graduate Students</th>
<th>Post Docs Advised</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wu Lan</td>
<td>John Ralph</td>
<td>UW BSE in progress 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanding Li</td>
<td>John Ralph</td>
<td>BSE in progress 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Keppler</td>
<td>Andrew Bent</td>
<td>UW CMB in progress 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Tran</td>
<td>Curt Wilkerson</td>
<td>MSU in progress 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Frankman</td>
<td>Curt Wilkerson</td>
<td>MSU in progress 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Zachary Oshlag</td>
<td>Dan Noguera</td>
<td>UW CEE in progress 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian J. Graham</td>
<td>Ron Raines</td>
<td>Biochem in progress 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oana Dima</td>
<td>Wout Boerjan</td>
<td>VIB, Gent, Belgium graduated 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhouyang Xiang</td>
<td>Troy Runge</td>
<td>UW BSE graduated Jun 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shengfei Zhou</td>
<td>Troy Runge</td>
<td>UW BSE graduated Jun 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan Gall</td>
<td>Dan Noguera</td>
<td>UW CEE graduated Oct 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Helmich</td>
<td>John Ralph</td>
<td>UW Biochemistry graduated Oct 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnnie Walker</td>
<td>Brian Fox</td>
<td>UW Biochemistry graduated Nov 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Alden Voelker  | Ruili Gao        | Rebecca Smith      |

Fengxia Yue
Research

1) Lignin management: optimizing yield and composition in lignin-modified plants.
C. Chapple, W. Boerjan, C. Halpin, X. Li
Stanford U. GCEP (Global Climate and Energy Program)
This project aims to maximize the utility of plant lignocellulosic biomass as an abundant, sustainable, and carbon-neutral energy feedstock by optimizing both its yield and composition to facilitate downstream conversions to fuel and electricity. We have discovered novel genes that mitigate the growth defects seen in severely lignin-depleted plants. Revealing the mechanism(s) by which this mitigation occurs is crucial to fundamental understanding and useful manipulation of how plants partition carbon and may enable biomass manipulation for carbon sequestration in the future.

2) Regulation and predictive modeling of lignin biosynthesis.
V.L. Chiang, F. Islk, J. Ducoste, R.R. Sederoff, H. Kim
NSF
Our role is to structurally characterize the entire set of transgenic aspens downregulated in 20 lignin-pathway-related genes, and to provide the comparative data used for modeling lignin biosynthesis.

3) Plants Designed for Improved Processing
S.D. Mansfield, C.G. Wilkerson, J.C. Sedbrook, F. Lu
GLBRC (DOE Office of Science BER)
The goal is to understand lignification and cell wall crosslinking, and the limits to cell-wall-phenolics metabolic plasticity, to alter composition and structure in ways that significantly improve biomass processing energetics. The major success this year was a Science paper describing the culmination of our long-term effort to engineer monolignol ferulate conjugates into poplar lignification to produce lignins with weak bonds in the polymer chain backbone, facilitating pulping and biomass pretreatment.

4) Plant Cell Wall Profiling Facility
H. Kim
GLBRC (DOE Office of Science BER)

Publications

Peer reviewed Journal Articles

Manipulation of guaiacyl and syringyl monomer
synthesis in an Arabidopsis Cinnamyl Alcohol Dehydrogenase Mutant results in atypical lignin biosynthesis and modified cell wall structure. Plant Cell 27(8): 2195-2209

Books & Chapters

Conference Proceedings
strategy. 2015 DOE Genomic Sciences Meeting. Washington, DC.


Ralph J, coworkers ac (2015) Lignin Utilization: from what we have now to where we can go with plant design. UK Royal Society, LBNNet Workshop. Manchester, UK.


Ralph J, coworkers ac (2015) Redesigning lignin for improved plant cell wall deconstruction – a case study. Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology Seminar Series. Fuchu Campus, Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology, Tokyo, Japan.


**Awards**

1) Awarded “Super Professor” (= Distinguished Professor) status at U. Tokyo, Japan, for 2015-16
2) American Society of Plant Biologists Highly Cited Author (2009-2013 papers)

**Service**

College Campus committees with approximate hours per year: ~200, Great Lakes Bioenergy Research Center (Management Team, and Plants Area Lead)

**Editorial Boards:**


**Scientific Advisory Boards:** FuncFiber, Umeå, Sweden; Joint BioEnergy Institute (JBEI), Berkeley, CA; BioEnergy Sciences Center (BESC), Oakridge, TN; Center for Direct Catalytic Conversion of Biomass to Biofuels (C3Bio), Purdue, IN; Genome-Canada’s program on ‘Harnessing microbial diversity for sustainable use of forest biomass resource,’ U. British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; The CSIRO Food, Nutrition and Bioproducts Flagship’s program (Werribee, Victoria, Australia); LBNet, Royal Society (UK).

**Conference Scientific Boards:** “3rd Lignobiotech Symposium on Biotechnology Applied to Lignocelluloses (Lignobiotech III)” in Concepcion, Chile; “Eighteenth International Symposium on Wood, Fiber, and Pulping Chemistry” in Vienna, Austria.

**Prize Committee:** Marcus Wallenberg Prize Selection Committee (Stockholm, Sweden)

**Reviewer:** some 50 journal article reviews for some 20 journals; Peer review panels, 5; Grant Reviewer, 4; Other Faculty evaluations, 5.
Research

2) Development of benzene- and acetonitrile-origin nanoparticle systems (NPs) under Dense Medium Plasma (DMP) environments, and characterization of NPs using advanced analytical techniques (GC-MS, ATR-FTIR, particle size distribution, SEM, TEM, ESR) Evaluation of the potentials of these complex NPs for potential biotech applications.

3) Characterization of Carbon-based and Iron/iron-oxide-based NPs and their activity “in vitro” and “in vivo” environments for the generation of enhanced immunological response. Collaborators: Professor Matyas Sandor and Professor Zsuzsa Fabry Medical School, University of Wisconsin, Madison 5468 Medical Sience Center

Publications
1) DENSE MEDIUM PLASMA TECHNOLOGY FOR SYNTHESIS CARBON NANOMATERIALS, Dilek Çökeliler, Sorin Manolache, Ferencz S. Denes, Sundaram Gunesakaran, ICOPS 2015, Antalya, Turkey

Patents
1) Dentrin Cell Targeting Compositions and Uses Thereof
Roger Rowell
Professor Emeritus, Ph.D.
Research:
Forestry, Composite Agricultural Materials

Dr. Rowell has interests in the fields of biomaterials, wood chemistry, carbohydrate chemistry, chemical modification of wood, dimensional stability of wood, biodurability of wood, water repellency, and wood hardening.

Teaching
Spring 2015
PhD course in wood chemistry – 30 students, KTH, Stockholm, Sweden

Fall 2015
PhD course in bio-materials, 9 students, KTH, Stockholm, Sweden

Publications

Peer Reviewed Journal Articles

Conference Proceedings

Invited Conferences
1. 1st International Conference 'Innovations in Wood Materials and Processes', InWood
2. 2015, “Understanding decay resistance, dimensional stability and strength changes acetylated wood”, May 19-22, 2015, Brno, Czech Republic.
3. 58th International convention of society of Wood Science and Technology, “Understanding decay resistance, dimensional stability and strength changes in acetylated wood”, June 8-12, 2015, Jackson, WY,
6. 5th Accoya world conference, “Can wood that is not toxic be resistant to attack by fungi”, September 13-16, 2015, Noordwijk, Netherlands.
8. 8th European conference on wood modification, “Correlation between equilibrium moisture content and resistance to decay by brown-rot fungi on acetylated wood”, Oct 26-27, 2015, Helsinki, Finland.
Ms Skjolaas has programmed in the area of agricultural safety and health since 1990. She has served as the Interim Director the UW Center for Agricultural Safety and Health since 2003. Her outreach interests include employer and worker safety with a focus on youth agricultural safety, farm rescue, and disaster education. In her outreach programs she collaborates and partners with UW Extension county based faculty and staff as well as numerous agencies and organizations including DATCP, DOT, OSHA, Technical College Agribusiness Instructors, high school vocational education instructors, WCO, and PNAAW.

Addressing the issue of agricultural equipment on public roads was a significant part of Cheryl’s programming efforts in 2015. She serves as the co-chair for the education and outreach subgroup of the DOT/DATCP Road Study Committee. In early 2015, her educational efforts focused on assisting the agricultural industry with understanding proposed legislation. After 2013 Wisconsin Act 377 was enacted, she has made significant contribution to the educational efforts. She assisted with the development of educational resources and taught 37 programs reaching over 2000 participants. Resource materials that she collaborated on developing have been widely distributed to farmers, agri-businesses, equipment dealers, law enforcement officers and local government officials. She provided leadership for a publication on Lighting and Marking for Implements of Husbandry that is being used to inform farmers, dealers and manufacturers, agri-business, insurance, local government officials, highway commissioners, agricultural educators and UW Extension educators.

**Teaching**
- Farm Industry Short Course Agricultural Safety and Health (3 week – 1 credit course) 32 students

**Extension programs**
- Provided administrative assistance for the Wisconsin Safe Operation of Tractor and Machinery Certification Program for Youth Operators. Approximately 400 youth are trained each year in these programs that require 24 hours of instruction. Currently on this program Cheryl is working to update the teaching resources with agricultural instructors and UW Extension agents. Information is available to instructors on http://fyi.uwex.edu/tractorcert.
- Professional development presentation to 200 Wisconsin FFA Advisors on requirements of this program and other parts of the Fair Labor Standard Act related to minors working in agriculture.
- In collaboration with Wisconsin Farm Bureau Federation, Wisconsin Department of Instruction worked to clarify requirements of minors operating skid steer loaders with the Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development and Federal Department of Labor Wage and Hour.
- Responded to programming requests resulting from Wisconsin OSHA outreach and enforcement efforts. **OSHA Related Activities** included:
  - Continued to update OSHA Dairy LEP resource materials and populate the fyi.uwex.edu/agsafety website.
  - Assisted 3 dairy farms with their safety and health programs.
  - Collaborated in the development a safety program for
Wisconsin Custom Operator members that were recognized by insurance providers for reduced premiums to members. Program was offered in March 2015 for 50 members and non-members. Co-taught session on Road Safety with Lt. Klingenberg, Wisconsin State Patrol.

- Administered $19,200 for use with 2014-15 County Farm Safety Grants.
- Continued to provide technical assistance and resources to Agricultural, 4-H and Youth Development, and high school and technical college agricultural instructors on all aspects of agricultural safety.
- Continued work with the Professional Nutrient Applicators Association of Wisconsin (PNAAW) on confined space and road safety issues in conjunction with the workgroup for the UW Extension Nutrient Management Team. A new educational effort in 2015 related to the safe use of draglines and related technologies.
- Continued to develop and enhance the UW Center for Agricultural Safety and Health website (http://fyi.uwex.edu/agsafety).
- Responded to media requests for information and radio interviews.

Publications
Maintain websites:
- http://fyi.uwex.edu/agsafety
- http://fyi.uwex.edu/ioh
- http://fyi.uwex.edu/tractorcert

Service
Epsilon Sigma Phi member, 1995 – present

Center Goals
Goal 1: To revise the curriculum and resources used with the Wisconsin Safe Operation of Tractor and Machinery Safety Certification Program
- The program curriculum and resources need to be updated including modification to allow for a blended learning option using eXtension on-line resources. New materials need to be developed to reflect the changes to safe operation on public roads resulting from 2013 Wisconsin Act 377 and 2015 Wisconsin Act 15. In addition, program risk management needs to be reviewed for instructor and volunteer qualification and requirements for safe operation of tractors and machinery by the youth during training.

Goal 2: Development of Worker Safety Resources for Dairy Farms
- Resources to address worker safety on dairy farms continue to be requested by producers. While initial response to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) Dairy Local Emphasis Program (LEP) focused primarily in barns and milking areas, safety materials to address safety with tractors and machinery operation, horizontal silos fall protection, and confined spaces with manure storage and handling continue to be requested. Materials are needed in both English and Spanish which requires additional consideration in educational design and development.

Goal 3: Significant changes to laws related to operating agricultural equipment on Wisconsin highways in continue in the 2016 legislative session.
- Resources are being requested to help agricultural producers understand these new lighting and marking requirements for their IoT and what the changes in the Rules of the Road statutes mean when operating agricultural equipment on highways. These materials are being developed in collaboration with the Wisconsin State Patrol and Wisconsin Farm Bureau Federation.

Extension Disaster Education
Network and Emergency Preparedness
- Continued as EDEN POC for UWEX.
- Serving as secretary for Executive Committee, 2014-2016.
- Served on annual conference planning committee for 2015.
- Participated in EDEN Strategic Planning Process.
- Serving on the Wisconsin Emergency Management All Hazards Mitigation Team and Radiological Emergency Program Recovery Team.
- Serving as an UWEX representative to Wisconsin Animal Health Emergency Management System (WAHEMS) and participated in a Foot and Mouth Preparedness Exercise, November, 2015.
- Assisted with development of educational materials related to stress for employers and employees in response to the Avian Influenza outbreak in collaboration with Wisconsin Public Health and the Wisconsin Farm Center, DATCP.

Other
- Participated in NCERA 197 multi-state committee on agricultural safety and health activities.
Areas of Concerns/Challenges
Addressing Worker Safety in Agriculture

Goal 1: Collaboration with Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction to revise program and meet national curriculum standards. National curriculum standards for these programs are under-development for these programs. Challenge is to align resources with standards without clear guidance at this time.
AgrAbility of Wisconsin

Richard Straub
Project Director

Abigail Jensen
Outreach Specialist

AgrAbility of Wisconsin

AgrAbility of Wisconsin started in 1991 upon receipt of a grant from the United States Department of Agriculture. The purpose of the project is to assist farm workers and families who are dealing with disabilities, allowing them to continue in their way of life. Services provided include education, technical assistance, and identification of funding resources. AgrAbility staff provides on-site consultative services and assessments to determine farm modifications and adaptive technology that can be used to assist disabled or otherwise impaired farm workers. Modifications can range from adding a set of extra tractor steps to completely redesigning a milking parlor, and are adapted to each situation. In the past year,

AgrAbility of Wisconsin served 504 clients with 78 of those individuals being first time clients in our 2015-16 grant year. In its 25 years of existence, AgrAbility of Wisconsin has served over 2,700 clients with a 97% success rate, which is defined as clients who are able to keep farming after services are provided.

AgrAbility of Wisconsin exists as a cooperative partnership between University of Wisconsin-Extension and the Easter Seals Wisconsin FARM program. UW-Extension handles client intake, outreach, and education, while Easter Seals staff provides onsite assessments and adaptation recommendations specific to each farm and situation. Under this unique partnership, AgrAbility of Wisconsin also works with the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation (DVR) to connect clients with services such as funds to purchase assistive technology and rehabilitative services. AgrAbility of Wisconsin services are provided confidentially and free of charge to farm families and workers dealing with the effects of a disability or limitation. Impairments can range from arthritis, amputations, and respiratory illnesses to cognitive disabilities and hearing or visual impairments.

Extension/Outreach Activities

1) La Crosse Farm Show- La Crosse, Jan 13-14
2) Rock County Ag Showcase- Janesville, Jan 28
3) Wisconsin Farmers Union Conference, Jan 28-29
4) Marshfield Mall Farm Show- Marshfield, Feb 17-18
5) MOSES Organic Farming Conference, Feb 25-27
6) Eau Claire Farm Show- Eau Claire, Mar 8-9
7) PDPW Business Conference- Madison, Mar 17
8) AgrAbility Annual Summit- Cashton, March 23
9) WPS Farm Show- Oshkosh, Mar 29-31
10) Midwest Horse Sale, Apr 6-8
11) AgrAbility National Training Workshop, Apr 11-14
12) JCEP Conference, Apr 19
13) Kewaunee County Rural Safety Day- Kewaunee, May 25
14) WI FFA Convention, Jun 13-16
15) Health Fair and Wheelchair Wash, Jun 18
16) WI Farm Tech Days, Jul 19-21
17) Neighbor to Neighbor Meeting, Jul 27
18) Skip Ellenbecker Golf Outing, Aug 5
19) UW-Extension Day at State Fair, West Allis, Aug 9
20) Neighbor to Neighbor Meeting, Aug 10
21) CALS Career Fair, Sept 19
22) AgrAbility 25th Anniversary Celebration, Arlington, Sept 29

**Teaching:**
1) UW Madison Marketing class presentation
2) FFA Classroom presentations
3) UW Madison Rural Health class presentation

**Publications:**
1. Agriview: 2/17/16 “AgrAbility Summit offers tours, planning help”
2. Wisconsin State Farmer: 3/29/16 “WPS farm show draws big crowd”
3. Successful Farming: 4/12/16 “Keeping Ag Accessible”
5. Dairy Star: 4/13/16 “Preparing for Then, Now”
7. Agriview: 5/17/16 “Education Square to be abuzz with learning”
8. Wisconsin State Farmer: 7/13/16 “Geneva Lake featured in Innovation Square”
9. Agriview: 7/14/16 “Innovation Square showcases today’s innovations”
10. Wisconsin Ag Connection: 9/2/16 “AgrAbility of Wisconsin Celebrating 25 Years of Service”
11. Wisconsin State Famer 9/12/16 “AgrAbility helps farmers stay on the farm”
13. Wisconsin State Farmer: 11/9/16 “AgrAbility changes farmers’ lives”
14. Wisconsin State Farmer: 11/9/16 “Keeping those with disabilities on the farm”

**Professional Development**
1) WI Business Plan Development

**Professional Service**
1) Professional (ASABE/Other)
   a. National AgrAbility National Training Workshop Farmer Luncheon committee member
   b. National AgrAbility National Training Workshop Farmer Stipend committee member
   c. National AgrAbility National Training Workshop Hospitality committee member
   d. National AgrAbility National Training Workshop Farm Luncheon committee member
   e. National AgrAbility National Training Workshop Exhibitors committee member
2) Civic Service
   a. Walworth County Farm Bureau member
   b. Church Council member, Call Committee member
   c. World Dairy Expo Volunteer
   d. Olbrich Botanical Gardens Volunteer
   e. S.M.I.L.E.S. Volunteer
   f. UW Madison LSC Mentor
**Academic Staff Activity Reports**

**Jeff Nelson**

Assistant Faculty Associate / Computer Support  
60% Teaching / 20% Computer Support / 20% Other activities supporting the Dept. and Extension

Power and Machinery, Precision Agriculture, Information Technology

---

**Teaching**

Farm Power Short Course: 2 Credits, 17 Enrolled  
Precision Agriculture Short Course: 2 Credits, 20 Enrolled  
Farm Machinery Short Course: 3 Credits, 29 Enrolled  
Lab sections (2) of BSE 365: 42 enrolled

Interviewed for promotional videos for the Farm and Industry Short Course
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1oq479fg28k  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EMdMt-FRpQs

Won a Professional Development Grant to attend a three-day class – “Fundamentals of Engine Systems Controls”. Valued at $1600

Guest lectures / demonstrations for department courses:
1) Fundamentals of GPS for BSE 201.  
2) 3D printing and scanning for BSE 365 labs
3) Tillage Equipment and Residue Management for BSE 472

**Extension/Outreach Activities**

1) Provided a presentation I created called “Expect the Unexpected – Handling Emergencies” to Jeff Breuer to be given to ARS staff.  
2) Provided a Farm Safety talk to the International Farmers Aid Association group on campus.  
   Presented to 7 people through an interpreter.  
3) Presented “Preparing for Emergencies” to a safety training day for Wisconsin Custom Operators.  
   Approx. 50 attendees  
4) Helped staff a booth for Agrability of Wisconsin at the WPS Farm Show in Oshkosh
5) Talked to a Camp Badger group. 33 students. Camp Badger is a one-week residential program for Wisconsin and Minnesota teenagers who will be entering 8th grade in the fall.  
6) Assisted Cheryl Skjolaas with a Farm Safety / Rescue presentation on a farm in Chippewa Falls. Talked to approx. 60 fire/rescue personnel about manure storage and handling emergencies
   157 registered and 124 attended webinar. Handled the technical setup in the Conference Room.  
   Webinar press - Country Today, Wednesday September 21 2016, “Webinar offers manure pit safety info”, by Sara Bredesen. The story mentions The Manure Gas Safety webinar was recorded and can be viewed for free.  
8) Assisted Cheryl Skjolaas with a Farm Safety / Rescue presentation on a farm in Green County. Talked to approx. 20 fire/rescue personnel about manure storage and handling emergencies
9) Assisted Cheryl Skjolaas with teaching a farmer how to do air monitoring. He was agitating a new manure storage under the barn. First time he had done that. Afraid of killing cattle with hydrogen sulfide

**Information Technology Support**

1) BSE purchased a DJI Vision2+ UAV in 2015. Maintain the UAV and train people in its use.  
2) Maintenance of the computer lab in 217. Duties include physical maintenance of the lab room, maintenance of the BSE controlled software and computer hardware, local contact for the CAE
managed machines. Major activity this summer was the replacement of all computers in the lab. Old machines were cleaned up and given new uses within the department.

3) Department-wide activities include troubleshooting problems, consulting on purchases, installing new software, updating old computers, maintaining the departmental server, and attending various training seminars on campus.

4) Maintain the department’s network infrastructure as a DoIT Authorized Agent.

5) Represent the department on a CALS Info Tech user group.

6) Local support contact for the 101 classroom AV system (liaison with Classroom Media Services).

7) Maintain an AV system in the B25 and 118 classrooms.

8) Maintain the Main Hall Information monitor. Create announcements and maintain hardware.

9) Set up, maintain, and trained students in the use of the department’s 3D printer and 3D scanner.

Service
BSE Committees
1) Served on the Building and Space, Information Technology, and Undergraduate Instruction committees

Farm and Industry Short Course Committees
1) Appointed to the Farm and Industry Short Course Program Committee. The Committee works with the FISC Director to determine policies and procedures for the FISC program.

Departmental Support Activities
1) Attend various seminars related to Instructional Technology and campus computing issues

2) Produced and staffed a departmental display at the Majors Fair in Union South

3) Assisted with maintaining department Continuation Of Operations Plan (COOP) and Emergency Occupant Plan

4) Recorded presentations for the Shop Manager position and made them available on-line for people who could not attend in person.

5) Assisted Brian Luck with advising the Quarter Scale Tractor Pulling Team.

6) Maintain the department’s large format printer. Assist with poster design and production for conferences and meeting.

7) Met with a student working in the shop over the summer. Worked with him on learning fabrication skills and completing various projects of interest to the department

Civic Service
1) Middleton Fire Department: Assist with maintaining and supporting the department’s computers. WI Certified Aerial and Engine operator, Fire Investigation Team member, Hazardous Materials Technician, and American Heart Association Certified CPR Instructor, assist training new engine and aerial apparatus operators.

2) Took a week of vacation to do fire safety presentations in Middleton elementary schools during Fire Prevention Week. 22 shows in 7 different schools
Astrid Newenhouse
Senior Scientist, Ph.D.
32% FTE

Program affiliations: Affiliated with Midwest Rural Energy Council, MilkTech, Center for Agricultural Safety and Health, and UW Environmental Resources Center

Astrid Newenhouse is a senior scientist at the University of Wisconsin-Madison working on projects in a wide range of topics. She performs research, writes publications, produces outreach materials, and analyzes data. Currently at the Department of Biological Systems Engineering she works mainly with the Midwest Rural Energy Council. With a background in horticulture, Astrid has field research experience on topics including crop water use, nutrient management, nitrogen loss to tile drains, living mulches to reduce pesticide use, information dissemination for farmers, rural occupational and public health interventions, and ergonomic tools for small scale farmers. In Extension, Astrid has worked in 4-H curriculum development, Master Gardener training, Wisconsin Master Naturalist training, and outreach to fresh market farmers. Astrid is a regular guest on WI Public Radio and has worked extensively on The Wisconsin Gardener TV show.

Teaching
Provide advisory help with Doug Reinemann for a team of students enrolled in the BSE 509 Design Practicum II class (Senior Design). The design was for a low cost, energy efficient hoophouse irrigation system for fresh market vegetable or flower crops. Course was taught by K.G. Karthikeyan.

Extension/Outreach Activities
1) Provide assistance to the Midwest Rural Energy Council (MREC) by coordinating council activities. Responsible for maintaining website, maintaining records, helping write and produce publications, collecting dues, maintaining financial records, helping run business meetings, and helping organize an annual conference on rural energy issues. In 2016, fully upgraded the website and created a new poster and new brochure for the council.

2) Provide assistance to MilkTech professional development courses (an international on-line curriculum). Register and communicate with students, work with instructors and help with access to curriculum and tests.

3) Provide assistance with annual Stray Voltage Investigator’s Courses. Register and communicate with students, work with instructors and help with access to curriculum and tests.

4) Distribute information and research from previous projects on workplace safety and ergonomics to farmers, researchers, farm advisors, funders, government agencies, and non-profits. In 2016, for example, the director of the Center for Worker Health at Wake Forest School of Medicine in North Carolina wanted information on musculoskeletal injuries of youth in Wisconsin’s fresh market vegetable industry. An engineering student at EIA University in Medellín, Columbia wanted plans for a lay-down ergonomic workstation for flower growers.

5) Work within the department as an ad-hoc Senior Scientist.


Publications:
Website
In 2016, completely reviewed, updated and improved the website of the Midwest Rural Energy Council and curated the website’s media library. This is a University of Wisconsin Cooperative Extension website. http://mrec.org/

Poster
UW-Extension and Dairy Farms, a display for the 2016 Rural Energy Conference

Brochure
The Midwest Rural Energy Council information brochure, new in 2016

Professional Development Activities:
1) Participated in meetings of the Agriculture and Natural Resources Education Program Area

2) Participated in CALS Communicators Meetings
3) Participated in CALS All College Meetings

**Service**

**Departmental Committees**
1) Extension Committee
2) Social Committee

**Other**
1) Guest on WI Public Radio
2) 4-H County Fair Judge
3) Healthy Lawn Team (non-profit) board member & speaker on organic lawn care
John Panuska
Distinguished Faculty Associate, Ph.D., P.E.
100 % Extension

Affiliations: UWEX Agriculture and Natural Resources Program

Dr. Panuska has been with the Biological Systems Engineering Department since 2006 as a Natural Resources Extension Specialist where he conducts research, outreach and teaching. His primary focus is in the areas of irrigation, drainage and nutrient management. His work includes outreach programing and the development tools as well as advising local, state and Federal agencies in ways to improve water and nutrient use efficiency in agricultural production. These tools include the Wisconsin Irrigation Scheduling Program (WISP 2012) and research to support the SNAP Plus nutrient management planning software. Dr. Panuska also teaches BSE courses, maintains the Department’s land surveying laboratory and provides training and equipment to students, faculty and staff for land surveying projects.

Teaching
Fall 2016
BSE 201 Land Surveying Fundamentals
2 Credits, 41 Enrolled
BSE 509, Design Practicum II
3 Credits, 4 students advised
Guest lectures in BSE 571 and BSE 372

Graduate and Post Docs Advisees
Assisted in advising and served on the committees of the following students:

10) Joe Sanford; (MS); Biological Systems Engineering (2013 – 2016)
11) Elizabeth Buschert, MS
    Nelson Institute (2014-2016)

Extension / Outreach
Irrigation Water Management

1. Oversee software version update and operational bug fixes for the WISP 2012 irrigation scheduling software tool. Includes testing and migrating the new tool into production for the 2017 growing season.
2. Restore the evapotranspiration (ET) data service and ET email function to the web-based Ag. Weather Data Service after an unexpected total system failure in June 2016.
3. Completed background research and evaluation of options to maintain equipment and data services for the weather monitoring towers at the Hancock and Arlington research stations.
4. Provide technical support on soil moisture management to Ag. Agents and growers as needed.
5. Provide technical support and equipment for soil moisture management to Jerry Pierce, irrigation manager, Hancock Agricultural Research Station.
6. Served on the search committee to hire a new irrigation manager for the Hancock Agricultural Research Station.
7. Irrigation workshops & programs –
a. Central WI Processing Crops Mtg., speaker, 53 attendees. Talk title “Recent Updates to the WI Crop Irrigation Web Site.”
b. WI Potato & Veg. Growers Ed. Mtg., speaker, 50 attendees. Presentation titled: “Precision Irrigation Technologies and Irrigation Scheduling”.

Nutrient Management/Water Quality
a. On-going technical advisor to develop a new barnyard runoff phosphorus loss evaluation model.
b. Technical advisor to the Standards Oversight Council for vegetated stormwater treatment swales to develop supplemental modeling guidance to apply the new standard.
c. Provide technical assistance to the model development team working on the web-based Runoff Risk Advisory Forecast (RRAF) tool.

Publications
Peer reviewed Journal Articles

**Funded Research Projects**

The Effects of Surface Roughness on Snowmelt Runoff.
Funding: USDA / CIG
Objectives: Quantify the impacts of surface roughness on snowmelt runoff to improve the SNAP Plus nutrient management model.

Funding: WPVGA
Objectives: Update the software running the WI Irrigation Scheduling Program (WISP) to the current version. The old version was a server security risk.

**Professional Development**

Attended several technical presentations at the American Water Resources Assoc. Annual Meeting.

Completed on-line training in engineering ethics. (2 cr.)

**Service**

Land surveying technical assistance to graduate student Malika Nocco for Chris Kucharik, the Dept. of Agronomy, Gregg Sanford at the Great Lakes Bioenergy Research Center (20 hrs.)

Provided surveying equipment and technical assistance for an archeological study at Aztalan, WI

Serve on the UW Arboretum Board as a stormwater technical advisor
Scott Sanford
Distinguished Outreach Specialist (M.Engr)
Rural Energy Program
30% Extension, 70% Gift/Grant

Scott Sanford is a Distinguished Outreach Specialist in the Biological Systems Engineering department at the University of Wisconsin-Madison where he has been on staff since 2002. He works on and manages the Rural Energy Program. He has developed audit tools and educational materials for the program and makes presentations on energy efficiency and renewable energy. Currently he is working on energy conservation on dairy farms, irrigation system, grain drying, cold storage facilities and greenhouses. Prior to joining the university, Mr. Sanford worked in the dairy equipment business for 17 years holding positions in engineering, marketing and manufacturing.

Teaching
Spring 2016
HORT 334: Greenhouse Energy Efficiency  
– guest lecture, March 3
DSci – 234: Milking Systems, March 2
Milking Parlor Design & Parlor Planning Lab, March 7

Fall 2016
BSE 509 – Senior Design
SC_BSE_095 – Livestock Housing – Lecture on milking parlor design – Nov 30

Extension/Outreach Activities
1) DNR Forestry Meeting, Statewide Wood Energy Team – Who are we & Mission, Wisconsin Dells, Jan 13, 2016 – about 70 attendees.
3) WI Food Hub Cooperative, Cold Storage Facilities and Management, Waunakee, WI, Feb 10, 1016 – 30 attendees.
4) Wisconsin Fresh Market Vegetable Growers Association – Spring Field Day, Managing Irrigation, Sauk City, WI, April 8, 2016, 30 attendees.
5) Irrigation workshop for growers, Irrigation Management & WISP training, Hancock, WI, March 4, 2017, 6 attendees
7) Heating the Midwest Conference, Wisconsin SWET Summary of Activities, Harris, MI, October 13, 2017, 70 attendees.

Research
Energy
1) WI Refuels with Wood Energy - Statewide Wood Energy Team – Sanford PI, Funding: US Forest Service pass thru WI State Energy Office ($85,582).

Collaborator: D. Bohnhoff, Develop a proto-type continuous flow steam distillation system and a closed-loop condensate water cooling system. Year 1 is development and testing, Year 2 & 3 will be modifications and on-farm testing. Project Dates: 9-1-2015 to 8-31-2018

Proposal Submitted
1) Mint oil Distillation using a continuous flow microwave oven, S.A. Sanford, Test using an industrial microwave drying oven for the distillation of mint oil. Testing would occur at an manufacturer's application lab. Mint Industry Research Council (Requested $19,119) Feb 2017 to Dec 2017. (Pending)

2) On-Farm Packing Shed Design, Equipment and Operation, S.A. Sanford and John Hendrickson, There is a lack of information to aid growers in the planning, design and building of on-farm packing shed for cleaning, sorting, packing and storing produce. This project will develop a design manual to help growers build or renovate facilities to make them labor efficient, easy to maintain, and minimize food contamination risks. Both permanent and portable or low cost facilities will be discussed. An outreach emphasis in the second year will offer to provide presentations to state or regional vegetable and fruit growers meetings in the NC region. We will also develop a train-the-trainer workshop/webinar for educators so they feel comfortable providing training for local growers. A resource website will be developed to collect available information into one convenient location for growers. The site will have links to resources, presentations, publications and tools. USDA-SARE, (pre-proposal pending), Requesting $103,237, Oct 2017 to Sept 2019.

3) Hazelnut Cluster Harvester and Husker Equipment Development, S.A. Sanford and D.R. Bohnhoff, Hazel nut growers in the Midwest are growing hazel nuts as a bush instead of a tree as is being done in other parts of the country. They need mechanical harvesting equipment to remove the green husks and nuts and to separate the nut from the husk for the industry to be profitable. This project will look at adapting a blueberry or aronia harvester to remove the involucres from the bushes. It will also look at the requirements for dehusking the nut so it can be sold as a whole nut or further processed. USDA – Specialty Crops Research Initiative grant, Requesting $463,660, Oct 2017 to Sept 2021 (Pending).

Publications
Peer Reviewed Publications
1) The Basics of Drip Irrigation, Scott Sanford, A4119, UW-Extension Publication (At UWEX Publication in layout)

Awards
1) ASABE 2016 Educational Blue Ribbon Award – On-Farm Cold Storage of Fall Harvested Fruit and Vegetable Crops, Scott Sanford and John Hendrickson, A4105, UW Extension, 2015.

Service
1) Departmental committees
   a. Social Committee – ~20+ hrs
   b. Extension – 1-2 hrs
2) College Campus committees
   a. Distinguished Prefix Review Committee

Professional Service
1) ASABE Committees
   a. PAFS-303 – Environment of Plant Structures
   b. PAFS-403-1 – Milk Handling Equipment
   c. PRS-702 – Crop & Feed Processing & Storage
   d. NRES-24 – Irrigation
   e. NRES-241 – Sprinkler Irrigation
   f. ES-300 – Electrical Utilization and Energy Application – Chair
      i. Chair of revision to X5368 – Electric Fencers
   g. ES-310 – Ag Lighting Group –
      i. Chair of std EP344.5 revisions
2) Heating the Midwest conference – Oct 11-13, Harris, MI – Planning committee.
Paul Thompson
Distinguished Scientist, Ph.D.
100% Research
Adjunct Professor in Biomedical Engineering

Dr. Thompson is involved in research which will lead to development of experimental techniques for quantifying the characteristics and performance of milking machines, and particularly the compressive forces exerted on the teat by the teat cup liner. A biomedical engineer by training, his current research focus is the use of non-destructive testing techniques such as vibration analysis for non-invasive monitoring of milk flow within the teat during machine milking. Secondarily, he develops modifications to traditional pulsation systems to improve repeatability of data collection and to improve milking effectiveness.

Prior to coming to UW, he was President of DEC AgriTech, a group of companies that included BouMatic, a major manufacturer in Madison, as well as other dairy technology and equipment companies in the US, UK, Germany, France, Brazil, Australia and New Zealand. Prior to that he managed milking machine research at USDA’s Beltsville Agricultural Research Center. He is also affiliated with UW’s Biomedical Engineering Department, where as a member of the design faculty, he advises student teams in that department’s design courses.

He has chaired ASABE’s Milk Handling, Biomedical Engineering, and Divisional Transactions Editorial committees, ADSA’s Physiology Committee, and NMC’s Milking Machine Committee. He is also past president of NMC, and of the Association of Equipment Manufacturers Agricultural Equipment Division.

Teaching
Spring 2016
- BME 402, 1 Credit, 16 Enrolled
  o Instructor Rating: 4.9/5.0
- BME 300, 1 Credit, 2 Enrolled
  o Instructor rating: 5.0/5.0
- BME 399 (no students enrolled)

Fall 2016
- BME 400, 3 Credits, 16 Enrolled
  o Instructor Rating: 4.11/5.0
- BME 300, 1 Credit, 1 Enrolled
  o (No evaluations for courses with one student.)
- BME 399 (no students enrolled)

Graduate and Post Doc Advisees

Research
Milking Machine Research ($150k/yr)

Collaborators: D Reinemann, BSE.
Funding: Avon Dairy Solutions.
Objectives: Advance the science of biomechanics of machine milking and milking management.

Publications
Peer reviewed Journal articles


**Conference Proceedings**


**Service**

1) Departmental:
Social Committee, approximately 20 hours annually

2) ASABE:
   a. PAFS-403/1, Milk Handling Equipment Committee
   b. T-11, Energy Committee
Zachariah P. Zopp
Assistant Researcher, M.S.
95% Research / 5% Teaching

Zach Zopp is an Assistant Researcher at the University of Wisconsin-Madison residing within the Biological Systems Engineering Department since 2011. With a background in Environmental Sciences, Plant Biology, & Water Resource Management his main areas of research revolve around the impacts of agriculture cropping and manure management practices on water, soil, and air quality in Wisconsin. He also manages the Environment Quality Laboratory as well as the Soil and Water Laboratory with the BSE department.

Teaching
Fall 2015
BSE 201 Land Surveying Fundamentals. Co-instructed laboratory session in 2 credit course

Spring 2016
BSE 365, Measurements and Instrumentation for Biological Systems. Provide guest lecture in 3 credit course.

Funded Research Projects
1) Title: Multi-scale Investigation of Winter Runoff and Nutrient Loss Processes in Actively Managed Dairy Agroecosystems
Funding: USDA-NIFA (AFRI)
PI’s: P Vadas, USDA-ARS, F. Arriaga and L.W. Good, Soils.
Objectives: Improve the understanding and modeling of biochemical and physical processes controlling frozen-soil and snowmelt infiltration, runoff, and nutrient loss from soil and applied manure for actively managed dairy systems.

2) Title: P Index and Snowmelt Runoff Risk Assessment: Demonstration and Refinement
Funding: USDA-Conservation Innovation Grant
PI’s: A.M Thompson, L. Good, J. Panuska, K.G.Karthikeyan, D. Busch
Objectives: 1) Demonstrate the ability of a process-based P Index formulation to assess management effects on runoff P losses from fields under frozen soil conditions. 2) Test and refine the method used in a process-based P Index to determine the effect of field management practices on frozen soil runoff volume. 3) Adapt the refined frozen soil runoff risk assessment method (within the process based P Index) to identify field conditions and management practices capable of minimizing runoff when animal manure is applied to frozen soils

3) Title: Subsurface Fate and Transport of Cryptosporidium in Soils of Wisconsin’s Carbonate Aquifer Region
Funding: Wisconsin Groundwater Coordinating Council.
PI’s: K.G. Karthikeyan, A.M. Thompson, B.J. Lepore, S. Long
Objectives: 1) Determine whether irradiated C. parvum is an effective surrogate soil surface-to-groundwater tracers for future field studies of C. parvum transport, and 2) Determine the C. parvum fate and transport potential for several Wisconsin soils which have developed overlying NE Wisconsin’s vulnerable carbonate aquifer.

Research Proposals Submitted
1) Using Vegetated Compost Blankets to Achieve Highway Runoff Volume and Pollutant Reduction. 4 years.
Collaborators: A. Thompson, S. Loheide, B. Selbig, J. Horwath, J. Voorhees. Transportation Research Board, Washington, DC. USA. (In review)

Publications
Peer Reviewed Journal Publications
Service
BSE committee: Facilities & Operations
Riveredge Nature Sanctuary: 4th Annual Student Research Symposium volunteer